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INTRODUCTIOl
 

As of 1976 there were, 
in effect, no managed fishponds in
 

Panama and certainly none whose principal pUrDOSe was to 

Improve the well-being of nutriti-onally and economically 

disadvantaged populations. 
 As of September 1979, the labors
 

of the Nationa.l Directorate for Aquacul ture (DINAAC) had 

generated, in 22 districts 
and 107 different communities, a 

total of 192 fishponds. Seventy-two of these weie defined 

as Ismall' community ponds (size range 50m 2 to 40,000m 2 )
 

Average size for the former is 302m 2
 , for the latter
 

3,718 m . The total area of t.hese community ponds is 

306,085 m2
 . Project locations ore listed 
in Table I and
 

mapp.ed 
in Figure 1 below. DINAAC estimintes fish consumption
 

at 158,085 pounds, with 
benefits to 19,438 persons per year./1
 

Ministerio de Desarrollo Aqropecuario (MIDA). 
 ACUHIULATIVO

ACTUAL SEPTIE11B.E 1979: ESTANQI.'ES CONSTRUIDOS PARA PECESY SUS AREAS CORRESPODIENTES. Santiago, Panama: Dirrcci6n
 
'Nacional de Aqklacultura. (DINAAC).
 

1 
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TABLE 1. LOCATTONS AND AREA (M
2 ) OF SMALL AND LARGE COMMUNITY FISHPONDS.
 

1 

District Large/ 

2 
Ponds 
 Small! Ponds
 

Number Total Area (m2) Number Total Area (m2 )3 
Las Palmas (V)/ 18 71,600.4 9 
 2,436.9
San Francisco (V) 5 
 18,745.6 
 13 4,536.1

Montijo (V) 2 
 8,400.0 --Atalaya (V) 
 1 4,288.0. 2 325.7Cai~azas (V) 
 5 8,736.6 2 
 200.0
Santa F6 (V') 
 3 8,100.0 
 36 9,466.2
La Mesa (V) 2 
 2,999.3 10 
 2,665.7
Rfo do Jesus (V) 2 5,890.8 
 1 800.0

Calohre (V) 2 3,441.0 _ _Santiago (V) 
 14 91,716.0 24 
 6,929.1

Olj (C) 
 3 13,700.0 " ---

Las Minas (H) 1 1,372.0

La Pintada (C) 3 
 6,000.0 
 '1 500.0
Panami (P) 1 2,500.0 1 400.0
Ant6n (C) 
 3 8,000.() 
 1 700.0
SonA (V) 1 1,000.0 5 1,100.0
Penonom6 (C) 
 4 7,800.0 
 10 4,575.0
Natd (C) 2 5,561.0 --.....
T06 (Ch) .......-
 1 600.0
Chorrera (P) 
 . 2 650.0
 
oc(H) .  .. 1 200.0

David (Ch) 
 -
 1 150.0
 
*1
 

TOTAL 72 269,850.70 
 TOTAL 120 36,234.7
 

;ource: Ministerio de Desarrollo AgropecUario (MIDA). ACUtULATfVO ACTUAL
SEPTIEMBRE 1979: ESTANQUES CONSTRUIDOS PARA PECES Y SUS AREAS 
CORRESPONDIENTES.
 
Santiago, Panama: Direcci6n Nacional de Aqacultura (DINAAC). 

'Small' 5,0 m2 2to 999 n , Largest pond in this category is 970 5 m2 . 
'Large' 1,000 m2 upward. Largest pond in this category is 40.,000 m2 . 

V = Veraguas Province, C = Cocl6, H = Herrera, P = Panama, Ch = Chiriquf 

http:269,850.70
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FIGURE 1. MAP OF DINAAC COMMUNITY FISHPONDS, BY SIZE, PRODUCTION MIX, 
LOCATED BY PROVINCE AND DISTRICT 

110 -)Al~mp)ee wto~s
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THE SETTING 

Ten of the districts inwhich fishpond projects have been generated
 

are inVeraguas, which as of September 1979 'iad 55 large (76% of the total
 

of 72) and 102 small (85% of the total of 102) fishpond projects. Fn m2 , 

Veraguas had 83% (224,217 m2) of the total area inlarge ponds and
 

85% (28,456 ;n2 ) of area in small ponds. In total, Veraguas had 157 out of 

the 192 DINAAC community projects nationwide, or 85%, for a total area of 
2 2252,667 m , 83% of the 306,085 m project'total. Second, though far be

hind, was the Province of Cocl6, with 27 projects, or 77% of the projects
 

outside Veraguas. The provinces of Panam6, Herrera, and Chiriquf have 4, 

2, and 2 fishpond projects, respectively. 

The concentration 6f effort in Veraguas makes eminently good sense. 

The province as a whole has the highest incidence of extreme poverty, .with 

62% of its population below the poverty lines established in the CDSS fo 

1981-1985, 94% of whom live in rural afeas. The upper poverty line marks 

the limit of income adequate to provide for a family's basic, minimal needs, 

calculated at B/304 per capita per annum for rural areas (based on consump

tion costs for 1978, adjusted by area). The lower, or extreme poverty line, 

marks conditions of serious vital deterioration and is calculated at B/160. 

Correspondingly, Veraguas accounts for the lowest share of the national i-n

come, 3.4%. Mapped by districts which fall below national averages on three 

key indicators of basic needs, the major .concentrations of poverty emerge 

USAID/Panama. COUNTRY DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY STATEMENT (CDSS) 1981 - 1985. 
January 31, 1979. 

1 
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primarily in Panama's Central and Western regions, including all of the pro

vince of Veraguas and neighboring districts in Cocl6, Herrera, Los Santos,
 

and eastern ChiriqUT. The numbers and percentages of the populations of
 

that area under both poverty lines are presented in Table 2. The poorest
 

districts so identified share the unhappy characteristics of poor soils,
 

mountainous terrain, highly dispersed populations, lack of access roads,
 

poor housing and sanitation, and limited access to potable water and health 

services. Population growth rates are only artificially low, due largely 

to 
the increasing tendency of the population to migrate out, especially to
 

Panama City. Highest rates of such migration occur in Veraguas and Chiri

qu'f. The synergi among great need, high dispersion, and difficult ac

cess are extremely res.is't-,nt to most efforts at development in the area. 

Table 3, which lists key quality-of-life indicators for the poorest dis

tricts of Panam, reflects the dimensions both of the problem and its pot
 

tial for solution. It also suggests possible directions for the extension 

of the DINAAC program, an issue to be discussed below. 

Beyond these characteristics, there is social fact that constitutes an
 

additional limitation on development: the western districts of Veraguas and 

the eastern districts of Chiriqui have the nation's major concentration of
 

the country's estimated 50,000 Guaynif Jndians. 60% of the GuaymT live in 

ChiriquT, 10% in Veraguas, and 30% in Bocas del 
Toro, in an area designated
 

as the Guaymif Comarca, whose boundaries are not firmly fixed by survey. / 

1. The data 
on the Guayf which follow are drawn from anthopologist

Philip Young',; social soundness analysis for the USAID/Panama Pro
ject Paper: GUAYMI AREA DEVELOPMENT, February 1979. 



TABLE 2. ESTIMATED POPULATION (I'Uf-DERS AND PERCENT) 

BELOW POvRTY LiES IN FIVE PROIIrCES 

ESfIMATED POPULATION 
ESTIMATED POPULATIO. BELO'PJVERTYY INE ESTII;ATED POPULATION BELOWTOTAL EXTRErlE POVERTYPROVINCE RURAL URBAN LIN!ENo. w lo. Wk No. % No.

TOTAL RURAL URBANo. TOTAL
Z No. RURAL
Z No.T URBANChiriquf 287,140 RLo. No. .16 207,810 23 79,330 
 9 10,923 15 83,124 16 23,799 
 2 49,495 13 41,562 14 7,933 
 8

V,raguas 
 173,140 
 9 148,170 
 16 25,790 
 3 141,090 
 20 133,353 
 26 7,737

Los Santos 4 .106,298 28 103,719 36 2,579
73,410 4 3
65,110 7 
 9,88 0 1 14,798 2 13.022 
 3 1,776 1Herrera 7,399 2 5,511
83,490 5 2 883
54,730 6 1
28,760 3 
 46,939 
 6 38,311 
 7. 8,628 
 4 19,195
.oc1 5 16.419
144,730 6 2,876
8 111,305 3
12 32,925 
 4 62,486 
 9 55,900 
 11 6,586 
 3 25,653 
 6 22,361 8 "3,292 3
 

SoUrce: USAID/Panama. COUNTRY DEVELOP.ENT STRATEGY STATEMENT (COSS). 
1981 
- 1985. January 31, 
1979.
 



TABLE 3. DISTRICTS WITH LnWEST LEVELS CF SATISFACTION OF BASIC NEEDS
 

Province Houses Houses H-uses
Total Pop. Annual Infant Birth Illiteracy Road Houses w/o w/o , 
Econo. Farms Farms Farms.Drs.per un-
t Disp. Pop. tort. Active w/less Receiv- Receiv-
Rates Den- w/o approved rved Dirt 10,000 attended PopuLT. 
 tnan I ing
Grcwth
National sity Elect. H20 sanitary Floors PocuT. births Devoted $500 Ari. Tech.
Source IfacTi - -
Average: ----- 62.0% 3.1%. 28.5 28.1 13.8 5.4 
to Aqr. in sales Credit 'As
48.1 35.7 2.3- 32.7 6.0 
 23.4 39.9 
 8.2. 17.5. 5 

Veraguas
Caeazas 15,590 90.7 1.5 30.9 35.3 61.5 
 0.8 96.5 92.0 89.0 94.5
Las Palmas 18,140 95.8 0.4 28.9 34.2 
0.6 77.3 93.1 94.6 6.9 1.1
,53.4 6.9 97.5 79.7 74.0
San Fco. 80.6 0.0 62.3 87.7 90.1
8,610 87.3 1.3 47.2 56.9 8.1 1.1
43.8 8.0 92.5 84.8 81.1
Sta. Fe 83.5 1.1 74.5 S5.1 94.2
7,950 100.0 1r.5 2.4
0.4 50.9 42.0 54.3 1.2 99.7 97.2
Calobre 12,040 9A.6 0.7 

87.8 85.2 1.3 .q5.3 88.6 95.6 7.9 2.1
15.1 33.0 35.1 
 5.0 97.2 86.7 76.0 89.9 0.8 70.1 88.3
La Mesa 11,340 91.8 0.7 21.5 32.7 31.9 11.9 94.6 
24.4 20.3- 1.4
79.7 79.2 88.3 0.9 51.2
Scr-j 25,520 79.5 90.1 95.6 4.2 2.71.6 20.7 32.2 47.4 6.9 
 89.8 74.2 74.0 
 63.7 0.7 71.6 76.3 90.5 
 13.5 6.5
 

Chiriguf
Cua Iaca 6,690 99.3 0.7 36.7 
 32.6 36.2 3.3 83.6 87.8 
 57.5 72.6 1.5
Remedio 6,200 98.3 1.7 44.2 40.8 79.7 75.2% 21.1% 2.8%29.2 57.5 5.1 84.2 96.6 65.4 
 40.7 1.6
5:- F6lix 8,710 93.4 1.6 28.5 63.5 72.8 80.0% 15.5% 3.6%
Te 32.3 58.1 9.0 79.8 
 54.8 52.8 68.7
5. 87 3.5 73.7 75.2 82.4Z 1 19.9% 2.7%
22,460 98.6 1.4 34.2 29.9 72.1 2.2 £4.6 
 S4.2 S7.1Renacfiriento 8,730 98.6 1.4 8. 1 0.9 86.3 86.7 77.6% 17.1% 1.337.2 33.9 19.4 8.6 2.6 
 7-.7 E5.4 75.3
Eugaba 44,142 33.4 1.2 41.2 87.5 62.2 33.9 2.5
2.0 31.7 29.3 12.3 31.6 55.6 
 70.2 25.7 37.5 0.2 22.5S. Lorenzo 11,080 79.1 0.1 71.4 55.5 78.3 23.9 4.326.5 63.83 5.3 87.6 73. 2 65.6 75Z.0 0.9 73.8 83.6 56.4 54.4 3.5
 

La intada 18.064 85.9 2.0 39.3 
 29.6 18.0 3.0 94.7 7r.3 
 77.5 201 0.6 C5.9 80.101 94.1 5.5 1.74,911 100.0 1.3 47.6 34.2 50.7 2.6 S0.7 92.7 92.3 92,.7 0.0 7.0 E0.3Antn 29,557 60.3 2.2 35.0 31.0 6.7 F7.0 15.8 0.914.5 1- 9 45.7 23.1 57.! 1.3 . 10.7 11.0 
Herrera

Las Ninas 7,100 
90.8 0.3 20.7 .40.8 62.4 8.9 95.7 87.0 77.8
Los Pzos -07. 0.0 63.6 86.6 93.1 5.38,740 93.2 0.9 31.7 1.0
25.3 41.8 3.8 96.8 8j.3 73.5 50.2 
 6.0 64.2 86.5 87.9 9.7 
 1.7
 

Los Santos - .1Tcnosl 12,790 91.6 2.8 
 36.3 19.4 29.1 4.5 95.9 79.7 73.6 80.6 0.8 52.8 
 83.9 72.4 25.3 4.3
 

Source: COSS 1981 - 1935, USAID/Parama.
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The zone displays wide variations in elevation, from 350 feet above sea 

level to altitudes over 7,000 feet, with the Guaymf living at altitudes of 

up to 5,000 feet. Less than one-half of the comarca land is arable uti

lizing techniques that the Guaym! currently possess, and this land, mostly 

thin laterite with patches of volcanic soils, is agriculturally classified 

as 'sevei~y or very severiy limited' by the Ministry of Agriculture. Po

pulation density varies between three and 36 people per square mile, with 

an' average "of approximately 14 persons/mi. 2 . Despite this dispersion, 

%,hichis adcptive to ecological conditions and the technological demands ol' 

slash-and-burn agriculture, the small groups of scattered Guaymf are made 

effectively more cohesive through the influence of kinship relationships 

and traditional communications patterns. To the Guaymi, the existence of 

kinship ties far outweighs physical location or aggregation in determining 

community. Thus a house or group of houses located at a distance of everal 

miles from a population cluster (community in the Latino sense) would be 

considered an integral part of that community if close consanguineous ties 

existed among occupants of those houses.
 

The residential nuclei that do exist are generally composed of tWo to
 

six houses occupied by one kinship group of consanguineously-related males, 

plus in-married females and unmarried children. Recently, because of in

creasing population pressure on a reduced arable land base, in some places
 

several kinship groups have been forced to reside in close physical pro

ximity. Iiere these more dense groupings', usually 10 to 15 houses con

taining from 50 to 85 people, occur, Latinos and other non-Guaym have
 

given the population clusters place names and community status. 
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The GuaymT, like many of the Latinos in these poorest provinces,
 

have been caught up not only In the problems of land scarcity but in
 

changes inthe economic structure of western Panama (the completion of
 

th2 Pan-American Highway and increased opportunities for seasonal paid
 

agricultural employment); like the Latinos, male Guaym! migrate tempo

rarily as work is available, leaving to women much of the subsistence
 

agricultural activity at home and corresponding!y changing traditional
 

ptterrns in division of labor. This movement into the market economy
 

aileit marginal, in addition to geographical factors, ha brought abouL
 

move contact Letween the Guaymn 
 and Latino populations inVeraguas than
 

in the 'purer' Indian regions of Chiriqui and 6ocas del Toro. Nonethe

l:.ns, theoe r main-important differences in self-image and community
 

Wactiunships between.thie two groups which appear to matter very much in
 

the delivery of servimce 
 and the transfer of technology.
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METHODOLOGY
 

As a basis for the Social Soundness Analysis, 15 fishpond sites in
 

7 districts (41% 
of the 17 districts in which DINAAC has proyects) were
 

visited. 
 These were, by district: San Francisco (Lagartero, La Mona,
 

La Perdz), Santa F6 (Paja Peluda), Las Palmas (Buenos Aires/Roble),
 

Chumico, Cucurucha), Old/Cocl (.as Iluacas del Quije, Hijo de Dios), 

Cabazas 
(Palo Verde), Santiago, (Paso Las Tablas, Coloncito, Canto del
 

Llano, La iNoimFAl), and Atalaya (Instituto Jesus razareno). 
 Four sites,
 

those in Las Palma., 
are self and other identified as 'Indigena', lying
 

within the adnittedly vague boundaries of the Guaymi comarca. 
The rest
 

vteie essentially Latino.
 

The sites visited ranged in accessibility, which was one of the
 

criteria for site selection, as follows:
 

1. Easy Access (close to Santiago, paved road): La'Normal, Canto
 

d l Llano, Coloncito, Atalaya, Paso Las Tablas.
 

2. Easy Access, More Distant (farther from Santiago, but paved
 

road): Palo Verde 1/ Lagartero, La Mona.
 

3. Relatively Easy Access (more distant, some unpaved road):
 

La Perdfz.
 

4. Difficult Access (distant, some paved road, plus long stretch
 

poor, unpaved road): Buenos Aires/Roble, Chumico, Cucurucha, Paja Peluda2.
 

I/ Palo Verde itself is of easy access. However, it was visited to take
advantage of a 
meeting of three communities, 
two of which (Las Huacas
 
and Agua Aniarilla) are at some distance by foot.
 

2/ While this site is 
not too distant from Santiago and road is paved,

the last stretch involves a considi'rable walk and a river crossing by
means 
of a long, swaying footbridge: of dubious reliability.
 



TABLE 4. KEY CHARACTERISTICS OF FISPOND SITES VISITED
 

D!strict/Site 
 Electricity 
No. of Area Construction DINAAC Classification 2 rhFonds Tr 

pen


San Francisco
 
Lagartero 
 Latino 1 555 machine s;-all ccruni ty c.: unity

La Mona 
 Latino 1 870
La Perdiz Latino 430 

hand+mach. small ccr7.Iunity cc- .unIty
21/ had cuunity
smalfh csareunity
60 hand 


Sart F6
1'alja Peluda Latino 3 
 125 
 hand s-,il com".unity c^-munity
13.0 ad -a I crz-uni tv c .- unity350 
 hoad sel ccf-m:nity ooz-unity 

uenos AiresLas Palmas indgena 2 6,i14 .......
 ~:it
r.....e s 
 l: 2 ,'0--

.uncIy


bIeF.c. Indigena 2 1 0 . . i -7-. 
Chumico 8,685 macrinae
Indigena 1 2,231 lrge cci;unitv cetvunityCucurucha mlachir,eIndigera 2/ 3,230 larg ccr.iym cCine cO- unityC.-zec;ur. fzy cc: .unt, 

old (Coc16)
LasHuacas del QuiJe-
 Latino 
 1 2,000 machineHijo de Dios large counity "coirmunitiy3/'"Latino 1 n.d. machine large ccrunity Cor.aunit. 
(est.2500) 

Santiago
Paso Las Tablas Latino 
 1 148 
 hand small commnity c munityuCanto del Llano Latino 1 1,500 machine large conunity private 
Coloncito Latino 
 2 349 machine small com.unity private1,274 machineLa Noral large cc'n:mnjz,/ p;ivate1 9,000 machi.e
N.A. large comrm:uni ty vccaticnalAtalaya

NInstituto Jesus sch0oo1
tazareno N.A. 1 q4,283 i-achi.ne large corj.unity dc-cluaagricultural 


Caiazas 

Palo Verde Latino 24/ 100 hand 
 small cem.munity pri-ate

100 hand small cc,::munitv -i.b 

1/ Informants at this site said there were 5 
more private, r f':ly, 
 ""n but
no additional information was available. -t.....
2/ A 'natural' pond with sore fish was ..-butalso in use and yes ainc crsidLured for imrroVe-ent.3/ 
 While fish from this pond was distribu:ed to tr-e coemunity n........ '
in the hands of MTDA and cutsie hired e-7PcveS n, W.s efectivs y4/ ormants said thor--,'ere 2 more zri.te por,.s; no ct.,er nf.-:stio5/ All ponds seen used polvcul ure, i.e., various. mixtures of tii~O~ia and carp(see technical aralysis).
 

Level of Inteqration
 

r
 

fish Only
 

fish plus garden

s
 

fistbnly
 

fish only 
fish only
 
fish only
 

fish 0i's/ducks plus gardan
 
T,#aI. -aS- a pigs in # )
iis c-. -,-ur frc7.cn.y pigsi-:ct operating)
 

r ii •sfish onlyfish olus pigs plus gardenfish plus pigs 

fish plus pigs

fish nius ducks 

fish only

ish plus pisplus garden)(loosely Integrated)
 

fish plus duc':s 
fish plus dugs
fish plus pigs(pen constructed/no pigs yet) 

fish plus pigs(plus garden)Plus methane
 

bio-digeser.
 

fish cniy
 
only
 

http:i-achi.ne
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5. Extremely Difficult Access (distant, some paved road, plus
 

very long stretch unpaved, terrible road): Las Huacas del Quije, Hijo
 

de Dios.
 

In addition to the criterion of accessibility, sites were selected
 

so that all the following variable: would be covered; mode of construction
 

(hand-dug/machine-dug, which correlated roughly with small and large size); 

etlinic groCip (Indian/Latino); harvesting method (continuous/non-continuous); 

and level of integration (fish only/ fish plus animals/fish plus animals 

plus gardens). Also included were ponds which were effectively at demons-

tration sites, such as ciclos bjsicos and agricultural schools, as well as 

utterly nonprivately-.lQned ponds. The sample was small, purposive, and 

random, in the statistical sense. 

The original research design contemplated interviewing, at vary.ing 

length, three coi-imunity members in each site with community ponds: a p', 

ject leader;a project member, preferably female; and a non-nember. How

aever, limitations of time and distance, in addition to the absence of 

number of males due to the demands of the cash-crop harvest season, made 

that plan unworkable. Thus those interviewed varied from site to site. 

and included members and leaders of community groups responsible for fish

pond projects; ciclo bdsico and agricultural institute directors, managers, 

and laborers; private pond owners, and DINAAC personnel. 

The semi-structured interview schedule included: basic community 

data; production and consumption patterns; project history, characteristics,
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experience, and mandgement; community organization and participation; rol
 
of service agencies, particularly DINAAC; involvement of women; economic
 
aspects; spread effect; problems; and future hopes and plans. 
 Table 4
 
lists the sites visited by district, ethnicity, number of ponds, area in
 

2 ,m DINAAC classification, ownership, and level of integration. 

SITE CHARACTERISTICS
 

The topography of almost all sites, except for those near Santiago
 
where the land is flatter, can best be described as ranging from somewhat 
to extremely broken, settlements were in general of disperpsed typeor
 
with some nucleation with a dispersed population tied by a variety of
 
linkages to that nucleus; size of settlements with ponids (again excluding 
sites nearest to Santiago) ranged from extended family grourings as smail
 
as four households (eq., Paja Peluda) to as large 
as 30 households (e.g.,
 

Las luacas del .Quije).
 

Access to services was largely 
a function of distance. The most 
distant sites had a health post with an 
auxiliary nurse, but were essen
tially without care for grave illnesses or emergencies. Most sites had
 
relatively easy access to a primary school, 
but little beyond that.
 
Buenos Aires had a 
ciclo basico (junior high school) with an overburdened
 

boarding capacity yhich drew on a number of extremely remote areas for its 
population. Except for Santiago and nearby paved-road sites, availability
 

of markeL.; was virtually nil. The majority of settlements with any 

nucleation had
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potable water, but about one-third were dependent on natural water sourres
 

and carrying. In all sites, the majority of dwellings were said to have
 

latrines, but several respondents indicated that 'having' did not neces

sarily mean 'using.' Finally, almost none of the sites had a usable com

munity center and employed the local primary school as the most customary
 

meeting place.
 

Landholding %,,as a disconcerting mix of bits of land owned (terreno/ 

parcela pro2o/a) or loaned (prestado), or land without formal title but 

used as if belonging to the individual or community (derecho de possessi6n 

sin t{tulo/se considera de ellos, cercado sin tftuic). Almost invariably, 

the ,.vallable land was seen as inadequate in terms of size, distance, dis

persion and, principally, quality. There is, in effect, little faith in 

the land's capacity to produce sufficiently, especially without fertilizer 

or irrigation, a perception which could impinge on the potential success 

of 1,IDA/DINAAC to promote gardens as inte.grated fish-pond components. 

The crops grown on this disappointing land were standard for the 

area: rice, corn, cane, yucca, and some beans, mainly frijDl de palo, 

with some minor cultivation of sorghur, and millet and seasonal availability 

in some areas of indigenous fruit. While almost all sites had at some 

point tried growing some vegetables (including peppers, tomatoes, caobage, 

stringbeans, carrots, onions, chayote, and cucumber), few offered evidence
 

of major success or any notable cash profit. Yet over half were disposed
 

to try again and some w.ere in various stages of seedbed preparation.
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Without exception (schools and private Santiago pond owners 
exclud

ed), meat was 
rarely consumed for lack of cash and availability ("cuando
 

hay plata, no hay came, y cuando hay carne, no hay plata"). Fish con

sumption was 
similarly rare except for an occasional river catch, cheese
 

was 
unknown. and beans (porotos) increasingly infrequent although they
 

are va'lied as the poor man's meat ("Lllina rosada"). Individual live

stock holdings( other than the asentamiento cattle projects in the comarca 

financed by the Banco de Desarrollo Agropecuario)and the DINAAC/Ministry
 

of Health pig projects) are few and limited to an occasional cow, a 
couple of pigs, and ubiquitous but not regularly consumed chickens. 
 About
 

hQlf thc sites had had some experience with various supplementary feeding 

prog rams which were generally appreciated, with scattered complaints about 

tandem inustices.l/ 

For more detailed data on consumption patterns in the fishpond areas,
b'vsed on 24-hour recall investigation, see Annex , J. McGuire,NUTRII'ION RECONNAISSANCE AND EVALUATION MODEL, MAIMED FISH PRODUCTION
PROJECT DEVELOPMENT, USAID/PANAMA, December li, 1979. 
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THE FORMATION PROCESS
 

While there has been considerable variation inthe details cf how
 
community fishponds have gotten started, there are some 
instructive con
sistencies which correlate roughly with the relative success of such pro
jects. 'Success' isdefined for purposes of this analysis as 
subsuming:
 
continuation of project; amplification of project (e.g., expansion of
 
pond, addition of another component such as pigs and/or gardens); and
 
spread effect which, in turn, subsumes replication in the same community
 
and/or in other, usually neighboring comiiunities.
 

Factors or conditions which appear to favor such success are:
 
1) The positive effect and response to DIIAAC promotion via radio,
 

through the daily messages of Doa Duva, La Cholita del 
Tute, a quasi
campesina persona whose style and enthusiasm seem to strike a 
responsive
 
chord in the transmission area.
 

2) Hearing about a nearby pond, going to see it and, most important3,y,
 
purchasing some of the catch.
 

3) An ongoing relationship with an active promoter of a governmental
 
or private voluntary organization, e.g., Caritas, together with some pre
vious community activity.
 

4) An extended-family settlement base. 
 Private pond-building seems
 
to be generated more by higher income levels, the elusive quality of entv.
preneurship, and frequently, contact with the DINAAC director.
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Factors which appear to conspire against success are:
 

1) Top-down, paternalistic promotional style.
 

2) Larger community size.
 

3) Very large pond size, machine-dug.
 

of these, only the first is sufficient in itself to reduce chantes of suc
cess; however, in unison they almost guarantee.what can fairly be termed
 

'failure.' 'Failure' is,obviously, the opposite of what has been defined
 
above as 'success.' 
 What is interesting is that communities do not seem,
 
as a rule and for the present, to view technological problems as failures.
 

Floods that w'ash out earthworks so 
that fish end up in the river, ponds
 
that dry up 
or whose water level diminishes importantly in the dry season,
 
small catches, or small-size fish, do not in themselves deter a 
committed
 
community from continuing with the project. Perhaps because the techinology 
of fishponds is relatively simple from the campesino perspective, such 
breakdowns are seen as 
temporary and reparable. 

Furthermore, no matter what the size of the project, fishponds qua, 
fishponds are not seen as a primarily economic activity and, even in com
munities which are now paying for fishfeed and the fingerlings initially 
provided gratis, the investment is not usually a large one. The principal 
perception of the fishpond activity is,consistently, that its maiii value. 
is nutritional; to a standard diet that is poor in quantity and quality, 
a fishpond projedt.adds, less frequently than isdesired, an 
appreciated
 
component. In fact, the valuing and enjoyment of fish as a food is dnother 
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though not sufficient, factor in project success. 
 While infrequently cnn
sumed heretofore, campesinos like fish and, with one exception,'feed it
 
to their children from the age at which any solids are added to infant
 

diet, with the bones carefully pulled out ('se pulga el pescado"). Fish
 

is stewed, with or without vegetables; made into soup; roasted; dried,
 
smoked, and salted; and, when oil 
is available, fried, the preferred pre

paration particularly for tiny fish which are then consumed whole, with 
perhaps some extra mineral benefits. Surprisingly, smaller fish are
 
seen as 
offering a certain advantage, since they can be more easily dis
tributed among family members. 
 The feeling about'fish was Ithat any size 
wa fine ("no importa; conio venqa") and only one respondeni, found larger 
fish were more attractiv.e from a sales standpoint. Thus the whole issue 
of acceptability of fish to the target population is a non-issue, a red 

herring, ifyou like. 
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COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION AND 1
1TE DIVISION OF LABOR
 

Participation rates in fishpond projects, their formation, cons
truction, maintenance, and expansion, ranged'from 0% to 100% of the popu
lations in the communities visited. 
 In the main, projects which had been
 
more or less imposed and were managed principally by government institu
tions or their representatives had zero to low participation rates (e.g., 
Las. Iuacas del Quije, Hijo de Rios, Roble).. Projects which had arisen 
through a spontaneous community desire for a pond had the highest parti
cipation rates and fewer obvious organizational .and collaborative pro
blems (e.g., Lagartero, La Mona, Paja Peluda). Somewhere in the middle
 
rangle were projects which had received what was referred to at one point 
as "helicopter" promotion but which involved communities small and concen
trated enouqh so that it was possible for DINAAC to help them through
 
what in 
some cases evolved into real 
social and technological stress
 
(e.g., Chumico; Cucurucha). For self-starting communities, the accessi
bility factor did not 
seem to weigh heavily; communities which were 
not
 
self-starters gave evidence of suffering more from any lack of frequent
 
contact with extensionists and the supply of inputs. 
 Sheer geographical
 

distance and difficulty of access seem to weigh more heavily than any
 
other single factor (such as 
ethnicity or mode of formation) in the steadi
ness and success of projects, but problems with the latter factors v0ere
 

not helped by inaccessibility.
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One element that might have been expected to be a problem was thu
 

availability of pond land inareas already identified as land-poor.
 

Nevertheless, the acquisition of appropriate land was, in none of the
 

sites seen, an issue. The necessary parcel was either community, private,
 

or national land which was donated for the fishpond project. This process
 

may have becn facilitated in some instances by community spirit and agree

men.t on the Cesirability of pond. However, it is also likely, as the 

majority of respondents indicated, that the land was already some sort
 

of natural water cc.tchm.ent of untillable slope and inappropriate for
 

other agricultural purposes. Thus rarginal or unusable land was reclaimed
 

by the fishpond project, an undeniable benefit. Unfortunately, no data
 

were gathEred on ary legal or quasi-legal transactions which might have
 

been involved. Still, there is ample history in development annals On'
 

the fate of sriall-farm2r projects which upgrade land and then are usurpe'd
 

or coop:ad by larpc@r farmers, a history wiich suggests that the Project
 

follow the practice adopted for SDA fishpond activities which require of

ficial title transfer for lands so used.
 

A number of qjestions were raised in the cable on the DAEC review
 

of the fish production PID, concerning the community organizational base
 

for the project. In the sample of sites visited, no clear picture emerged
 

of any single con.,unity group that might serve as a consistent nucleus for
 

the establishment c,F demonstration and nei fishpond sites. All of the 

communiti;s visited already had had some sort of community organization 
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prior to the fishpond project. Such organizations included: health
 
committeess 
(Comit6s de Salud); parent-teacher groups (Padres de Familia);
 

community development groups (Grupos Comunales)" CARITAS ayricultural
 

groups 
(Grupo Arado.), cooperating kinship groups; and locally-selected,
 

quasizpolitical governing bodies (Juntas locales). 
 Fishpond committees
 

were in some cases coterminous with one of thcse groups, depending on
 
the size and organization of the community, 
 or dr w part of their membr
ship from such groups. All of the communi'ties had had some experience
 

with some sort of community enterprise, including road improvement, small 
livestock and garden projects, latrinization campaigns, school and com
munity center construction and, for the asentamirnto agglomenrations, cat

tle-raising. 
 it would seem that, while it may be important to project 
success for a community to have had some experience with group formation, 

no particular group type prevails nor is any one type more suitable by 
definition. Furthermore, while in the smallest settlements things go 
more smoothly if everyone, or almost everyone, participates in the work
 
of the pond, communities seem to be able to managd with only partial par
ticipation, at least at the outset. 
This is especially true if the pro

ject is very small, if it is kinship-based, if it is selling fish at a
 
higher price to non-members than it does to itself, and if the pond pro
ject is "fish only." The maintenance and harvesting demands of a simple 
fish pond are not seen as excessive, at most 15 minutes to a half-hour
 

per day, and thus non-membership is a 
slight economic plus. Nevertheless,
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projects become more complex and labor demands greater, smaller 
popula

as 


tions evidence correspondingly greater need for more hands and.fuller 
par-.
 

at peak periods of labor demand on or off-farm, and
ticipation, primarily 

chafe more obviously when that is not forthcoming. It Is at this point 

that cormunity motivation and organization is crucial and where the skill
 

of the promotor or extension'st is tested.
 

The institutional and.community division of labor required by fish

ponds and any additional components is presented, *for purposes of succint

ness and clarity, in tabular form (see Table 5). It becomes clear that 

women have a major role in fishpond projects from the outset. In a number 

of communities women have, in fact, been the prime movers in such projects 

are active in project-related community
and, at least in Latincr areas, 

areas where, althoug!i womenless the case in indigenousmeetings. This is 

not yet function
increasingly participate in agricultural labor, they do 

actively in the community decision-making processes. 

labor and the larger labor
Despite the pressures toward off-farm 

labortraditions of mutual
demands of more complex pond types, there are 

a base for fulfilling
and do serve as
in Panamanil' rural society which can 


found among the Guaym< that,Young (op.cit.)fishpond work requirements. 

th ' work in indigenous communities was performed by
although much of 

custo
households acting as independent economic units, certain tasks are 


of kinsmen residing in differentmarily accomplis~ithrough the cooperation 

Festive .labor,households and communities, as well as by non-kin groups. 



Table 5. INSTITUTIONAL AND COMMUNITY DIVISION OF LABOR

ON FISIPOND PROJECTS.
 

Task 

Promotion 


Appliicatior 

Organization 


Construction 
Hand-dug pond 

Machine-dug 

pond 

Finishing 


Fingerling stock~inq7 


Provision, 
transport 


of fishfeed
 

Superv ision 


Harvesting 


Sale/distribution 


MainLenance pond
Fee ing pellets' 


Feeding vegqctabl-

products (grass, 

leaves, leftovers,
 
ricelhulls, 
etc.)
 

institutional 


- °ns i -ty 

DIIAAC/IMIDA 


DINAAC/HIPA 


l)WNAAC/MI)A 

P",,RF. 


Irn;enio/I 


DIVAAC/HI8/A 

m.y provide 

,ure technical 


a ;.istance. 


iU ...
 

%)1,LAAC 

DINAAC
 

Communitv
 

Responsibilitv 

Individuals 
or community qro~u.j
 

Individuals 
or community groups
 

Community leaders/members
 

Men clear land; 
men, wumen, and
children dig, using shovels,
 
cans, diqqiing sticks.Mlen may do 
some preliminary

land-clearing. 
 Men exchange
 
labor on inenio for 
tractor
 
service. 
 liomen maintain own
plantings 
as needed. Men,
 
women, and children hand-finish
 
excava t ion. 
Men and/or women 
plant grass to
 
restore, 
ma in ta in pond ban ks.Men and/or women 
build any
retaininq walls, 
responsibility
 
varying by type.
 

Community purchases
 

D[NNAC p"nvides All.members of 
community
 
n;t, helps with fishnond project group;
KurV-St someCoIll nities may manage small, 

partial harvest themselves,

depcnd'ing 
on availability of
 
net. 

Managed by 
group leader'and
 
community 
women.
 

Men, 
women, children/families
 

take turns.
IHomen usually gather, all 
take
 
turns feeding.
 



Feeding manures 
lNen, women, children/familicr 
take turns gathering arrd,
feeding or 
washing dowq manux:from Pigpen.M'aintenance piapeel 

Men, Women, children/famliier 
take turns washing pen, pigs:

Provision feeding pigs.of piglets DIIAAC/1in. Community repays from pig salt 
Provision of of Healthpig 


.INAAC/1lin
Community repays from pig sal(feed 
of Health 

Pig Marketing DIItAAC/in. 

Gardens of lealth
TechnicalII1DA/Chi 

nese 
Miss ion/Ciclo

Assistance 


lBasico 

Inputs 
IDA/Ch i nese 

Mii ssion/,%i, . 
of HealtIh/ 
DI IAAC

Ilanual labor 
Men, women, children/families 

take turns.
 

7--ilproviding----su-r--6-a-tractor service(standard atc toar i a) co I boirates with DINAACprivate rental rate 
cut .rate of $14.50 per hour oy

approximatelypaid for by labor .,35.00), whichcontributions isgroup. by menOne respondent estimated in comMunity fishpond
day that 15 mencould earn enough tractor worling for IThis is difficult time for a good-sizedto calculate pond.'becauseand terrain, of variablesbut the of distancegeneral feeling 
is t'hat the 
arrangement
is a fair one. 
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incurring little obligation by participating parties to 
repay labor invest
ed, usually involves persons not related to one another. 
A subcategory of
 
such labor, general festive labor, comprises activities based on mutual
 
recognition of needs of a 
particular geographical areas 
(e.g., clearing a

trail of building a 
school) and involves the formation of a leaderless work
 
group composed of all members of the area regardless of kinship affiliation,
 
each member providing his or her own food. 
 Private festive labor, re
lated to acti'vities which will 
benefit one individual, family, or kinship
 
group 
 (e.g., house building) iq organized by a 
leader or 'patr6n' who
 
supplies food and drink to those who assist; 
there is no formal obligation
 

to repay such labor.
 

The second major labor form isexchange labor, which customarily in
volves individuals with kinship ties, incurs 
a strong obligation to reci
procate, and is most common during land-clearing and harvest periods. 
 The
 
patrn usually invites people of his kinslip group to participate in ex
change labor activities, asking as many people as he 
can reasonably repay

in kind without jeopardizing the economic security of his 
own household.
 
He provides food and drink, the latter a particularly strong incentive to
 
participation. 
When the task is complete, the patron will then owe an 
equal period of labor, usually one day, to each participant other thall
 
members of his own and his wife's household<. Mutual labor forms are also
 
found, to varying degree, in many rural Latino communities and are custonj
rily referred to 
as participating in a
junta (not to be confused with tile 
junta local) or as haciendo peon (doing day labor).
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The predominant form adopted for fishpond construction would fall.
 

under the rubric 'general festive labor.' The routine work of fishpond
 

maintenance, however, has no indigenous parallel and is organized by
 

whatever group happens to make up the fishpond committee or by its 

leader(s). The recurring, regularized, communal labor obligations in

volved in fighpond maintenance thus corresponds to no identified "natural"
 

m-odel , 'hic'i may explain any difficulties encountered in establishing 

routines in non-kin-Ksed communities which do not have more or less con

tinuous NiO Ihrvesting as a persistent incentive.
 

Unforlo,,ely, Wye is a sort of continuous harvesting that does act 

as another ,id'of incentive, that is, theft, colloquially termed '1a nano 

ne ra-.' A. one-third of the communities reported poaching but, except 

for one grc.p which had confronted the issue in open community meeting, 

none had t.k.n any strong measures to address the problem. DINAAC reprL 

sntati '< ru:o.,. d thai t soma other communities had dealt with the dilemma 

by arranginl to have a community member sleep near the pond. Hlowe\'er, none 

of the communii:ies Q,. Found a way to deal with what, for some, was the 

big.e-st prodLcr oi all, Partin :cscador, a fish-loving and adept bird. 

Nc reliahe c.-timates were available on the dimensions of loss from 

either inx:'.r 

Th Role of the Priv i. Sector 

individn.l nn. rproneurs have been quick to take a try at fish-raising, 

tie large mi:jority on a small scale for private use and for distribution to 
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friends, neighbors, and workers. The smaller operations have been effect

ive ingenerating an important amount of replication, not Just by indivi

duals but by community groups as well, whom some private entrepreneurs
 

have helped with their own acquired technical capacity or at least with
 

the lessons of experience.
 

Beyond this, there has been an exchange of technical expertise and 

support bet%,,een some private-sector commercial fish production entitites 

and DIAAC which has redounded to the benefi't of both, although there is 

some question as to who has benefitted most. The ingenio tractor-for

labor arrangement constitutes another private sector contribution. Final

ly, until recently., poultry producers were giving away chicken litter 

(gallinaza) to be used for' fish feed to whomever would carry it away. 

At least one producer has begun charging for this hitherto waste product,
 

bringing into question the DINAAC supposition that ri.ce.-processers, for
 

whom rice hulls present a major disposal T)roblem (the estimated removal 

costs for Panama's 40 rice mills is approximately $250,000 yearly), would 

be disposed to give it away to colunties. Itmight be well for DINAAC 

to begin at once to formalize some contracts with major rice and poultry 

producers which would assure no cost to the institution at the very least) 

and perhaps even some cut-rate reimbursement for the favor of the hainlage. 
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THE ISSUE OF EXTENSIJN
 

Italso becomes clear in Table 5 that although outside institutions,
 

especially DINAAC, have maj.r'r arnd continuing responsibilities to fishpond
 

projects as they are now constituted, responsibilities which increase as
 

projects become more complex and entail ever-greater financial outputs, 

comniunity contributions are substantial. However, the community input is 

primarily labor, and the weight of the financial burden continues to be. 

borne by DINAAC, which also bears the load of timeliness and complexity 

of inputs, despite linited manpower, vehicles, and constraints on access. 

As will have been observed elsewhere in this document, both DINAAC 

and !1IDA suffer from ser.ious. limitations on their outreach capacity. The 

recent decentralization of DINAAfC into regional MIDA offices is theoreti

cally defensible, because it responds to current thinking about best rural 

devclopment approaches, and pragmatical.ly defensible because it should 

reduce the overload on DINAAC. This may be so, but the present picture is 

that both entities suffer from lack of vehicles, manpower, equipment, and 

adequate extension training. DINIAAC, as a semi-autonomous institu~on, had 

a certain 61an and mystique under the aegis of a dynamic, technically com

petent, and committed director which has been crucial in generating the 

fervor for fishponds. Unless appropriate cross-training occurs in both 

pisciculture and'extension/community development, the momentum so quic'<ly 

achieved could be ground down to a halt by the MIDA apparatus and vaciable 

comvlni tment. 

http:pragmatical.ly
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MIDA research and extension service has not, in recent years, been
 

reaching most private producers, nor has itbeen very effective with its
 

principal charge since the early 1970's, the 200 asentamientos which rely
 

on it for help with titling, credit, technical assistance~and other ser

vices. The loss of direct control by DINAAC also exacerbates what was
 

already a problem when itwas an independent entity, that is,supervision:
 

the orderly and consistent vigilance which 'impedes the growth of bad ex

tension practices. Clients are a.,.are of such practices and perceive them
 

clearly as breakdowvins in the delivery and supervisory systems. Inputs for
 

special programs -- seeds, fertilizers, insecticfdes -- do not arrive on
 

time; reseeding of ponds is slow, though improving; in some areas, commu

nities are not advised abbut harvesting so that all interested members may
 

be present; pig feed arrives late, or arrives frequently enough but tile.
 

MIDA extension agent ignores the fishponds; nets are-loaned and not returr
 

ed and are insufficient in number in any'event, so harvest may be delayed;
 

small livestock projects are prefaced by insufficient campesino/a training

and followed by failure and financial loss; the full implications of a.given
 

project, especially credit and money management asp2cts, are poorly explain

ed to and understood by campesino groups, resulting in loss, disappointment
 

and, in one case identified, outright fraud.
 

In all fairness, both entities are without an adequate number of safe
 

and appropriate vehifcles to cavrfout their.various duties. The problem is
 

exacerbated by lack of scheduling and rationalized "circuit-riding" which
 

would partially alleviate the insufficiency of numbers and conserve time
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and fuel. 
 The constant flow of visitors and consultants through DINAAC,
 

sometimes unscheduled and unbidden, further drains limited capacity.
 

Because there is a lrge volume of requests for fishponds -- DINAAC in
dicates 50 to 100 outstanding -- promotion activities by extension

ists can be limited for the 
near future and may be largely covered by
 

radio and natLral multiplier effect. Communities seem to be able to get
 
themselves started and maintain a pond that does not have major technolo

gical flais. .Nevertheless, as 
projects add components, become more com
plex, and move toward the stated goals of full integration and self-suf

ficiency, the need for extensionists who are committed to such projects, 
are technologically multi-skilled)and who are trained to competence in the
 

various aspects of community development, will be acute4 Community gardens,
 
because they have not been eninently successful in the project area 
in the
 

past, may be the most difficult to accomplish; there is still a residual un
willingness among older farmers to dedicate any arable land to crops that
 
are not "real" 
food, i.e., grains and tubers, and one might anticipate re
sistance to any efforts at turning major plots into .grass-land to support
 
large stocks of herbivorous fish unless the land concerned were unsuitab'le
 
for any alternative use, 
 At least in the indigenous area, there is evi

dence of some question about what a vegetable is: plantain, yucca, and 
otoe, for instance, were sometimes identified as vegetables. An extension

ist may have to begin at a very basic level 
or plan to add the most cultu

rally acceptable and vitamin-rich garden pro'duce to a 
base of traditional
 

plantings, rather than attempt to diversify cropping at one 
fell swoop.
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
 

There are three major community development issues, which are, of
 

course, the other side of the extension coin: leader selection; under

standings of the implications, positive and negative, of the cooperative
 

mode of organization; and institutional weaning.
 

Leader Selection
 

At present, there are no standardized.criteria or any established
 

modus oDerandi in DINAAC for leader selection; the methods now used are
 

idiosyncratic, personalistic, ad hoc,. and, markedly in indigenous sites,
 

culturally inappropriate, In one community meeting, where almost 60 people
 

from three communities appeared on a Friday morning to follow up on their 

request for fishponds, an attempt was made at organizing a single directive
 

for three quite separated communities; the attempt failed. The voting and
 

nomination process for a representative .from each community which fol lowed, 

was carried out literally on command; a simultaneous secret ballot produc

ed only a single mention of one name elicited on the floor in theoretical

ly open forum, suggesting that at least some leaders named do not reflect
 

true community preferences. Young (o_2.cit.) analyzes at length the Guaym{
 

group meeting (congreso) and decision-making process, the principal charac

teristics of which are lack of direct assessment of opinion through open
 

voting, no vocal disagreement and avoidance of overt verbal confr6ntat'.ns
 

in large meetings, and the passage of some time between such forums during
 

which gentle lobbying by proponents of issues occurs and leaders attempt to
 

identify the majority position. Even in Latino culture, open rejection of 

http:confr6ntat'.ns
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a candidate or overt statements often produce cultural discomfiture.
 

balance must be maintained among
Furthermore, in Guaymt areas, a careful 


the three power groups -- traditional chiefs (caciques), elected represent-


Thus, extensionists must be
atives (representantes), and kinship groups. 


educated not only to the sheer existence of the cultural factors involved,
 

but to practical techniques for dealing with these in a way that is more
 

likely to produce a durable community apparatus.
 

Cooperati ve Ornization 

Pollnac and Ru/z-Stout,1 studying marine fishermen in Panama, found a 

great deal of variability inknowledge concerning the role and total meaning 

of'the cooperative, variability which led to problems in instituting and 

maintaining this form of organization due to differing expectations among 

participants.
 

As indicated above, a good number of communities can manage the
 

construction and maintenance of a simple fishpond ina cooperative way.
 

of the projects seen which have added another component
Yet, for now, all 


to basic fish polyculture have either:
 

1) had a continuing managerial presence that was not really an
 

integral part of the community (e.g., Buenos Aires/Ciclo Bdsico staff and
 

students; Las Huacas del Quije/RENARE and.MIDA staff; and, to some extent,*
 

Chumico)
 

2) was part of an institution (e.g., La Normal, Instituto Jesus
 

Nazareno)
 

1/ R.B. Pollnac and R. Rufz-Stout. "Perceptions of Fishermen's co-

ANTHROPOLOGY
operaitives by small-scale fishermen in the Republic of Panama." 


WORKING PAPER No.7, Sociology-Anthropology Department, University of Rhode
 
Island. 1976.
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3) was privately owned (e.g., Canto del Llano, Coloncito)
 

or
 

4) had had problems (e.g., RobleChumico, Cucurucha).
 

There is testimony that commUnities, with patient and persistent
 

understanding, can be helped through the process of moving to more complex
 

levels of integration and necessarily more elaborate cooperative forms
 

(e..g., Cucur.ucha). 
 DINAAC has recently tried two different models, not,
 

mutually exclusive, for addressing this issue: 
 the first was the hiring
 

of an 
indigenous technician to provide assistance and supervision in the
 

Guaymv area. The experiment failed in such a way that it is difficult to 

determine whether the crux was the salary/envy issue, personality factors,
 

or the idea itself. Because the second factor was so obviously at play,
 

the weight of the first, and because the idea seems on its
 

face to be sound, DINAAC should try it again. Experience with the pilot
 

Plan Guaymn hu..s shown that unsalaried trained promoters do engage on their 
own, without outside assistance, in such activities as latrine-building 

and adult literacy. Because they must continue to support their own domes

tic units, they can only work part-time so that, although the promoter con
cept is feasible, it is limited, and some sort of monetary reward would be
 

needed for a fuller commitment of time. 
 Given the limits inherent in Ixten

sion capability, two type of local-level workers may be 

needed: one a volunteer at a leadership level, with enough technical train

ing to permit intelligent promotion and basic maintenance; another for more
 

skilled assistance, e.g., horticulture, tilapia-sexing, and small-ani'mal
 

production (e.g., disease surveillance and injections).
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The second experimental model was .giving a 
community (San Bartolo) a
 
course in cooperativism at the onset of the project, 
 Since this community
 
has just begun pond excavation, any judgment would be premature. 
 Inany
 
case, the acid test appears to be an increase in project complexity.
 
Cooperative motivation and training would therefore best be phased, with
 
increments as appropriate which would deal with possible structures for
 
economic and legal strengthening of groups, the potential and management
 
of credit, decision-making processes, and so forth. 
A most important com
ponent of such training would be basic education in financial management,
 
beginning with the simplest formula for feed: 
 fish, sale price, profit,
 
breaking even, and loss. Through a process of trial and error, a number
 
of communities are learhinq at what price they can and must sell 
their
 
fish. 
 However, in none of the communities which had fish ponds/plus pigs
 
were the members interviewed knowledgeable about the dimensions of the ill
vestment and profits that might be exp6cted. Such data were in the hands 
essentially outside managers such as the extension agent, the ciclo b6sico
 
director, or the 
 cacjque. lhe member stance with regard to profit or loss 
was, "We'll find out when all the pigs are sold." Certainly, the element 
of uncertainty is inherent in any business venture and experiential learning
 
is a valid' tool, 
but education to cooperativism should include some concepts
of what reasunable, coarse-grained economic expectations might be. In the 
most fully integrated projects visited, both fish and garden produce were
 
distributed gratis to the community, usually in return for labor; if such
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projects were to shift to some cash payment for these items, the needed cal

culations would be even more complex and would require still greater educa

tional activity. EVen in the simplest projects, fish only, communities
 

should understand the appropriate sale price for their excess production,
 

i.e., a level within the reach of the consumer population which covers
 

feed and fingerling costs and which is not so high as to depress consumption
 

in search of financial gain. 

Institutional Weaninq_ 

DINAAC is well aware of the dependency problem. At the same time, the 

achievement of a rapid spread and demonstration effect almost demanded a 

quasi-dictatorial and paternalistic first stage. DINAAC has already, as 

noted, decentralized itself into the MIDA regional offices, although this 

means only that dependency on outside agents for inputs, technical assist

ance, and marketing is transferred, not.eliminated, The dependency cycle is 

hard to break for two reasons: 1) there is a well-documented heritage in, 

Panama, as in the rest of Latin America, of patron-client rclationships, 

reinforced by the impermeability of social and economic structures to sub

stantive changeandD'ack of control by campesinos of the factors of product

ion. Campesinos cannot yet breed their own piglets or fingerlings: do not 

own trucks to receive inputs or market production, and are further constrain

ed by poor or non-existent access roads; and cannot otherwise get creHit.
 

These are the facts of rural economic life. For the foreseeable future,
 

transport and credit will be out of the campesino's reach unless DINAAC/MIDA
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and the MSP provide it; it would probably be well for AID to accept this
 

reality and hell) DINAAC/MIDA to address it effectively and to devise ways
 

forcampesinos to absorb in some token way the related costs as projects
 

mature, in order to gradually equalize the donor/recipient ratio. As for
 

credit, to date DINAAC reports extremely low defaultrates in its informal
 

credit system; as long as this continues, MIDA is disposed to continue to
 

back the revolving fund, and the MSP pig project goes on, there may be no
 

better way of providing small, soft loans to get projects started. If de

fault rates were to rise, that would be another story. Lovshin I1 has sug

gested that a slight management charge be added to any loans and, indeed,
 

th rural development experience has been that, in some contexts, low

interest loans are counterproductive. DiNAAC could experiment with a tiny 

handling charge on loans to conmunities with longer project experience. 

There are other micro-strategies which DINAAC could try out and,* in 

fact, is already contemplating, such as some tariff per dressed-pound fov 

pig transport-, or a small increment per bag of fingerlings, similarly for
 

transport. DINAAC should seek a more favorable price for commercial fish

feed from the producer to permit itself some profit margin without raising
 

the price of feed to campesinos.
 

I L. [oVshin. FISH CULTURE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT FOR PANAMA. USAIDIPANAMA 
and Auburn University. January 30, 1980.
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SPREAD EFFECT'AND BENEFIT INCIDENCE
 

In sheer numerical terms, there is,as observed at the outset, little
 

question about the spread of fishponds, from zero in 1976, to 73 at end 

August 1978 Y! to 192 by September 1979. During 1979 the number of bene

ficiaries was estimated at 7,562 persons who consumed 132,564 pounds of fish, 

or 17.5 pounds per capita, an average of one and one-half pound per month. 

While an unknown proportion of this spread derives from DINAAC promo

tion, there is unassailable evidence of spontaneous multiplier effect. In
 

its earliest phases, fishpond project activity responds to the three as

pects Pollnac (p_.cit.) cites as highly correlated with adoption of innova

tion; perceived complexity (fish culture is not now seen as complex); per

ceived trial ability (the costs of obtaining a fishpond and its relative
 

availability are not now seen as prohibitive, an argument for the DINAAC
 

strategy of front-end loading); and perceived observability (a quantitative
 

appraisal of the advantages of fishponds are possible with only casual ob-,
 

servation). These factors explain the high rate of spontaneous requests
 

for ponds (outstanding because of current limitations on DINAAC's capacity
 

for response), and the occurrence in some areas of a natural satellite ef

fect, of which the San Francisco, Santa F6, and Cahazas sites providi ample
 

testimony, if different in their manifestations. The first group --


Lagartero, La Mona, La Perdfz, and San Juan, plus a number of private
 

ponds -- though variously motivated, have provided one another with a
 

reinforcing effect and have generated purchases and interest in nearby
 

I/ R.O. Smi therriian. EVALIJATIOUI OF THE PANAMA AQUACULTURE PROGRAM. Auburn 
TAlabama: International Center for Aquaculture, Auburn University. September 
2, 1978. 
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Gato, Gate, San Francisco, Caravalf). The second
communities (e.g., El 


group began with purchase at Las Quebradas and expanded to several ponds
 

per community at Paja Peluda, Los Corotues, and La Montaiuela, which have
 

devised their own, if imperfectly systematized, rotation of harvests to
 

another at different times, thus increasing frepermit purchase from one 


quency and regularity of fish consumption. The final case spun off from
 

the combined -demonstration effect of the Caiiazas ciclo b~sico pond and
 

some small private-pond construction and elicited a joint request for ponds
 

from three neighboring communities; Palo Verde, Las Huacas, and Agua Amari

lla. Both "natural" and planned demonstration projects, then, can produce
 

multiplier effect; among the latter, the smaller-scale projects which ena 

tail some community participation appear to evoke more attempts at replica

tion.
 

lecause DINAAC has just begun to maintain records on hrvests and co.
 

nity populations, it 'isimpossible to calculate the probable consumption im

pact in any given nucleus; until such data are compiled on a regular basil,
 

the global production and beneficiary population figures must suffice.. And,
 

since no economic data are accumulated by most communities, it is not possi

terms of either per cable to calculate the economic impact of projects in 


pita cash income or imputed value of fish consumed, or to do even the most
 

basic cost analysis. This makes it difficult to make anything more than an
 

intuitive judgment about impact at the community level or to make decisions
 

about which technological mixes are most effective economically and nutri
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tionally n practice. 
DINAAC has been able to refine its technological
 

data base and calculations such asApound-of-flsh produced o feed mix, but
 

this has not been costed out by individual project so that relative suc

cess can be appraised.
 

There are other practical, technological, economic issues that DIIIAAC
 

also must confront. 1*o produce one pound 
 of fish, 1.3 to 1.5 pounds of 
conuw2,lc,,, 1ishfeed at $.14 per pound (plus any cost of fingerlings) are
 

need'ed, a ratio which 
 can be improved to I.-I with the addition of carp and 

grass. For some communities, this cost has apparently been prohibitive; 

their purchases of feed occur in small, erratic amounts, which is logisti

cal-ly messy and results in low harvest yields.
 

The impact of pig projects is somewhat easier to assess, because records
 

are maintained by "outside" managers in a 
more formal fashin than that
 

characterizing fish production. The community of Chumico, as one example,
 

had realized a net of B/416 from its first sale of pigs, which it used to 

buy more pigs. Since the community ha begun breeding its own piglets, it,
 

is reasonable to expect that the next production cycle would increase this 

net and permit some distribution of profits to project members (N = 14 

households or, based on current net of B/416, close to B/30,00 per house

hold in an 
area where the average family income does not normally exceed
 

B/130,00 per annum). This community was also giving fish and garden pro

ducts to members in return for project labor, another benefit but an un
 

quantified one.
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Evaluation of impact presents the project with a dilemma. In orde.r 
to do any valid measurement, DIfAAC/,IDA must keep 
or get caretul records
 
of amounts and costs of inputs per coimmunir-ity, inCCm from sales, yields, 
etc. With continuous harvesting, a primary technological goal, this will 
be harder to do and, indeed, even with quarterly harvesting it is hard 
enough. And, the very informal and coiriauni Ly-parLicipatory style which 
now characterizes numerous projects and repiesents o.' of the program's 
stiengths, militates against more rigorous rccord-,ke'ping. DINAAC will 
have to find a way of refininci such activity Vithout; undue rigidity and 
without encouraging local-level petty dictatorship, perhaps as part of 
any promoter/leader/paraprofessionrial training, The intricacie, of impact 
assessment will grow as .individu,1 projects accrue t.,thenrselves n''w., di
rectly or indirectly related sub)pr'jects; about onet-third of the comnuni
ties visited, primarily those w,'ihohad been self-sta, Lors., were bcginning, 
other projects -- more pond construction, pig projecL,', garden , hee-raising, 

dam-building, and chicken and duck projects. An ar:u.m;rnnt can be iade eitlher
for a very simple evaluation indicators or some very elaborate ones; g.iven 
the dimensions of the project, the former seeiis beot suited. A combination 
of simple consumption indicators and some ca;O stt'dil.-, of development path 
analysis and community participation in different prcJ(!ct types sel,..cted 
according to criteria of accessibility, ethnicity, rnd age and origin of 
project)might be Sufficient.
 

The issue of nutritional irpact is ajressed eli-h'ere in this d6cu
ment: cGuire (_p.cit.) concludes, examining alterrative forms of measure
ment, that the best single indicator is conr.umption of protein (fish plus 
meat) and vegetables. Such analysis should be dlsagciregated to assess 
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differential effects, 
on mothers and children in key age cohorts. This re

search and cGuire'sshow that all 
family members, including children under
 

age 1, eat fish, but this should be measured. Even considering that the
 

project starts with a base of close to zero consumption of these items,
 

at present the system of harvesting every three months, together with small
 

pond size and some 
low yields, puts a ceiling on the consumption potential.
 

DINAAC is well 
aware of this limitation, as. are affected communities, who
 

devise their own methods for raising consumption, e.g., poaching 
on own or
 

other's pond, fishing more frequently than recommended, building more ponds,
 

rotating harvests among neighboring communities, and eating the non-fertile
 

tilapia hybrid fry. The resolution of this problem is largely a technical
 

one and is discussed in the Technical Analysis. Because there is already
 

awareness at the community level 
of this boundary and because taste and
 

interest have both been aroused, a lack of resolution at the technical
 

level could in itself constrain the endurance of the project.
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SUMMARY OF ISSUES AND FINDINGS ...... STRATEGIES AND RECOMMENDATIONS
 

-The following summary of issues and findings, with accompanying sug

gestions for strategies and some general recommendations, includes some
 

concepts DINAAC has already addressed itself to and ,.,,hich are already
 

included in current plans. Others are items already discussed, by this
 

author among others, with DINAAC staff and which have their concurrence.
 

The .final group emerged in the writing of this report.
 

Dependency
 

Recognized as a problem by DINAAC, which has decentrali.zed. However,
 

dependency only transferred, partly, to lIDA. At the same time, only
 

these entities and the MSP can offer transport of inputs, mal "eting, easy
 

credit, and technical assistance.
 
re frexhme of 

- While there can and should be no r from decentralization, 

DINAAC should not be allowed to lose technical control of the
 

program. Project support should reduce risk of that occurring.
 

- AID must accept fact that, at least until projects mature and
 

community clusters can raise their own fingerlings and piglets,
 

dependency will be a rural fact of life, diminishing if certain
 

strategies are adopted to accompl'ish this. As campesinos can
 

earn enou'gh to pay for part of these services, dependency should
 

become less of an issue.
 



- Among possible strategies are the following technological and
 

economic solutions:
 

o Reduced reliance on manufactured feed, using wastes (e.g.,
 

rice hulls), manures, foliage, and grasses.
 

o Continuous harvesting, acceptance of lower yields inex

change for greater frequency, less dependency on DINAAC for
 

help with large harvests.
 

o Provision to each community of own small net, cost of which
 

can be amortized with payment for fingerlings. Promotion of
 

net-making artesan industry in Guaymf area where skill already
 

exists., to reduce costs.
 

o Assuming'success with first seeding, payment for subsequent
 

batches of fingerlings.
 

Small tariff per dressed-pound-sold for transportation provi'
 

ed by DINAAC/MIDA/MSP, incre6sing gradually as communities be

gin production own piglets.
 

o Establishing hatcheries in sites strategic for communities.
 

Will involve training for selected community workers.
 

o Teach management of ponds stocked with male and female
 

tilapia.
 

Expansion
 

Concern abo.ut DINAAC capacity for.and implications of too rapid,
 

haphazard expansion. Issues of quantity vs. quality, expansion vs.
 

consolidation. 
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- Expansion should subsume both consolidation and gradual exten

sion to other areas, and should be phased to accord with available
 

manpower and.logistical support. A plausible schema might be:
 

0 A consolidation and "polishing" in area of earliest and great

est activity, Veraguas, which now has 85% of all projects, build. 

ing demonstration sites in incremental fashion in communities 

which have displayed spontaneous initiative in pond construction 

and subsequent search for add-on projects.
 

° Limit expansion to areas roughly equidistant from Santiago/ 

Divisa, beginning with recapturing and linking up of projects
 

in Cocl6, which has 77% of current projects outside Veraguas,
 

perhaps tying sequence to labor..intensive road construction
 

under AID loan. Concentrate on districts with highest indices
 

of poverty and malnutrition. 

o Leave promotion in indigenous,areas of Veraguas and expansion 

into Chiriquf to Guaymf promoters, taking advantage of funds 

available for training and fishpond development contemplated 

in AID Guaymv Area Development Project, with DINAAC providing 

technology and technical assistance on demand. First thrust
 

should be into eastern districts of Chiriqui which have highest 

indices of poverty and malnutrition in Panama.
 

0 Next step would be Herrera, perhaps beginning with modest 

demonstration project. Los Santos would be left for last, de

pending on capacity.
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0 With regard to outstanding requests for ponds, these should be
 

given priority; within that group, priority should be granted to
 

projects which respond to the sequence outlined above.
 

Two concepts about outreach have been articulated by DINAAC direction and
 

staff: 1) growth pole strategy, beginning with distant site and working
 

back 	 to center; 2) working incrementally out from center. 

- Experience with distant sites suggests that growth pole strategy 

is high-investment, high-risk. An incremental strategy outward from
 

the cenLer appears more realistic and better suited to institutional
 

capacity.
 

Criteria for site selection in general and for demonstration sites
 

in particular. 

- Should be developed as part of Project Paper. 

- Suggested primary criteria: 

* Use communities which, as mentioned above, have displayed 

initiative and persistence, 

* Are strategically located geographically in relation to other
 

communities and which may have already generated a multiplier
 

effect,
 

O 
 And are reasonably accessible o that they will not suffer
 

from problems of logistics.
 

- Decision as to basic strategy should be made centrally, not'at
 

the regional level.
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Commitment of individual MIDA regional offices to the fishpond program ar
 
the quality of availahle personnel vary. 

- Before directing its energies toward any given area, DINAAC 
should determine MIDA regional 
level of commitment and capacity,
 
as well as 
openness to learning new technology and new dissemina
tion techniques. 
 Criterion becomes the 
same as for community
 
selection 
-- spontaneous and shared expressed interest.
 

Continued limiitations on 
numbers of qualifi6d extensionists available
 
to the program and continued problems of accessibility to distant sites.
 

Train two levels of local-level personnel'.
 
o Volunteer leaders: enough technical training tc permit intel

ligent promotion and basic maintenance.
 
o Village paraprofessionals with additional 
training inhorti
culture, tilapia-sexing, and small animal production (e.g.,

disease surveillance and injections). 
 Some salary plus a commu
nity extra benefit, e.g., hatchery capacity, would heal off pro
blems of envy and conflict with C4r-household economic demands.
 

Community participation is not a
major issue in small pond projects. 
 It
 
becomes crucial as 
projects expand in size and complexity and does not
 
,espond to exhortation.
 

- DINAAC training of any extensionists.should focus explicitly on
 
the conimunity development and participation needs and problems
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entailed in the addition of each component on road to full 
inte
gration. 
 Such an approach suggests a 
modular, problem-oriented,
 

training stylp.
 
The limited amount of available land, the lack of faith in the quality

of that land, limited success 
ingrowing vegetables in the past, Indi
genous concepts of what constitutes "real" 
food and what a vegetable Is,

imply the need for special help in this area, especially since a 
numbor
 
of groups are now undertaking horticulture. Experience to date indicates
 
that the best garden projects are highly managed by outsiders; the commu
nity contributes labor and does not seem to replicate its learning from
 
that labor on 
its own land. 
More accessible projects depending on inputs

and technical assistance from various institutions report mixed experiences
 

and success.
 

- Vegetabje projects should not be attempted unless 
 1)there is
 
resident expertise available (indistant sites) or 2) there is easy

and frequent access to technical assistance which is in turn depend
able. 
 An increase in number of vehicles and scheduling of their
 

ise should help. 
 Inthe case of distant sites, community members working
 
in garden projects should be taught as 
they'labor s'o 
that they can
 
ultimately manage the community plot with relative independence or,
 
where feasible, start their own.
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Extension 


Logistical limitations, primarily vehicles, tractor. 

- Project vehicle plan should be reviewed to respond to any 

revision in pace and scope of expansion and needs for flexibility 

of access. Decision on deployment should be made centrally. 

- While private sector/community contribution aspect of current 

arrangements for tractor use in Veraguas has undeniable attractions, 

possibility of tractor purchase under project should at least be ex

plored. It should be remembered that for most Veraguas families, 

ingehio work is the only source of cash, and any diminution of 

those earnings is important.
 

- Consider one small bus for transporting traineesA community
 

members for training and visits to different demonstration sites.
 

Availability of extensionists, especially those with special training. 

- Since first graduates of University intensive pisciculture 

training (carreras tecnicas agrpecuarias) will not gr'aduate until 

approximately August 1981, special training for MIDA extensionists 

in pisciculture and community development should be offered as soon
 

as possible.
 

- Since the number of students now in the University course who
 

will accrue to DINAAC is undefined, the project should contemplate 

use of some technical assistance money to provide salary supple

ments for the tirst graduate yeari so that more students will be 

attracted, to DINAAC rather than be so quickly lost to the private 

sector.
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MIDA's concentration during the decade on asentamientos, with less impact
 

than was hoped for, indicates flaws in extension techniques. This re

search suggests a major lack of tra ining in field outreach techniques 

and self-management, made worse by work owr1ords and vehicle shortages. 

Skills in leadership selcction, under:tardinc: of community dynamics, and 

cooperative formiation appear weak to variabe1. 

- If the limitations of MIDA exLensi.,,n services and training have 

not been examined to see where the training contemplated under the 

Project should focus, they should oe. This study concludes that, 

in addition to training in the new tr.cnwl.ogies involved, extension

ists should get training in crjioup dynjwi,-:, leadership selection 

processes, credit and economic aspe.!.s ,cf project coir.ronents, cooper
 

ative formation, rural culture and cc,:,'2 cs, development of ca.jpesi 

promoters and paraprofessionas, to.K,.cr with field .racticum .ses

sions oriented toward real problol:.linu, as well as techniques of 

elaborating work schedules. 

- Curriculum for University pi*scicul t'r,- :;udents should be modifie 

so that n,' scd,, for the last semester"extension methods," u1,! 

(beginning May 1981), be taught in th,! ,t.h semester (beginning 

September 1980), so as to precede tL, ?-morth supervised p!-acticum. 

The last semester should includeh a IoV'.-up, problcm..orientedwork

shop in the last semester.
 

- Assignments of extensionis t.! shooI p.comit at least a 2-week 

period before beginning progrm activ with no other demands','. 

http:to.K,.cr
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than getting to know communities in his/her area, with another 2
 

•weekfor possible census and needs and achievements assessment.
 

Accessibility and .the best technological mix.
 

- The project should contemplate exploration of which technolo

gical mixes (levels of integration) correlate best with remote 

sites as opposed to sites of relatively easy access. 

Relative lack of success in Guaym' area (as defined by lack of active
 

community participation and management, and the impact of this on
 

technology).
 

- Use of Guaym" Development Project promoters to determine com

munity needs in the area and promote fishponds etc. as appropriate,
 

with DINAAC acting only as technical facilitator.
 

- Seminars for all extensionists responsible for providing technical
 

assistance in the Guaym area, in the basic components of Guaymf"
 

culture, social organization, economic life, and special needs,
 

given by anthropologists/sociologists, technicians who have worked
 

successfully with the Guaym(, and by the Guaymi" themselves.
 

Lack of audiovisual materials.
 

- Given that fishponds are their own best advertisement, consider
 

videotape rather than film for educating extensionists and communi

ties, promoting program.
 

- Simple forms for extensionists to use for prescribing feeding
 

regimes, schedules for purchase and harvests, sexing, etc.
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Community Development and Participation
 

Projects arising from spontaneous community desire for a pond and orgi
 

zation to construct one show highest continuation rates and fewest or(
 

nizational and collaborative problems.
 

DINJAAC and MIDA should concentrate on spontaneous requests for
 

ponds, beginning with requests now pending, particularly in the 

consolidation area and in any areas slated for expansion, e.g., 

Cocle. (See Expansion). 

Demonstration and multiplier effects work if project not too big, elab 

rate, 
or obviously needing a lot of outside technical 
expertise and/or
 

money to run. 

- Keep scale of demonstration projects as small as technological 

feasible.
 

- Build on 
existing community success in consolidation area.
 

- Involve community which Is site sponsor in operation (not just 

manual -labor) of project. 

No single organizational type provides a better basis for fishpond pro

jects than any other type, although having had some other conmunity pr'c 

ject experience with even modest success helps.
 

- DINAAC should give preference to communities with sonic history 

of joint action if they have spontaneously sought hell) with a pond 

However, agroup which has newly formed for such a purpose and is 

persistent in its intent should be 'not rejected, if the situation
 

is such (e.g., fair accessibility) that support could be easily
 

gotten.
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Projects which were more or less "dropped" on communities via a paterna

listic promotional *s.tyle, especially in large, dispersed communities, may 

be more visually impressive and more productive (though not invariably),
 

but they appear to be vulnerable to failure if technical support diminishes
 

or changes, and more likely to evoke community strains. The food-for

la bor model is not necessarily bad; it is.just, in this case, insufficient. 

- The high-technology, imposed, showpice model should be set aside 

for now. DINAAC should experiment with incremental models which 

to handle
educate communities to processes and to their potential 


them. Campesinos .themselves recommend that they be taught the
 

technology, through on-and off-site training. Food-for-labor does
 

not have to be discarded.
 

Low knowledge levels vis-a-vis more complex components of integrated pro

jects such as penned pig-raising and horticulture.
 

- Special training programs for community-.elected campesinos in
 

key aspects of these technologies.
 

Ignorance of economic implications (costs and benefits in cash and kind)
 

of project involvement, and proper pricing of products.
 

Inclusion of techniques for simple economic planning in extension
 

t-aining, for use with campesinos as a group, not just with leaders. 

Lack of understanding of cooperative forms and meanings, especially at 

increased levels of project complexity. 
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- Gradual education to implications,meaning , and value of coopera

tive form from beginning of project, increasing in detail as pro

jects gains complexity. Should include assistance with acquisition
 

of pre-cooperative status and personeria jur'fdica. 

- Repeat pre-cooperative course for a limited number of other con

munities and informally evaluate comparative success against other 

projects started at same time to see if worthwhile. It may be that 

refresher training will be needed, particularly in area of economics. 

Mixed success with leader slection, problems with paidloccl-level exten

sionist. 

- DINAAC should establish criteria for leader selection, include 

training in processes of community selection of leaders, including 

possible use of secret balloting.
 

- Local-level promoters and paraprcfessionals should be chosen in 

conjunction with the community and not simply appointed. 

While there were no identified problems i - getting and keeping land 

provided for community ponds, without some legalization problems could 

arise, 

- DINAAC should adopt use of a simple transfer document similar 

to that used for AID SDA fishpond projects.
 

- In Guaym. areas, landholding and kinship patterns should inform
 

structure of community participation. If land for pond is owned 
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(de jure or do facto) by kinship group, project participation may 

not extend beyond that; where land is communal and agreement is 

across kinship groups, a larger beneficiary grouping may be realized. 

Conflict of project needs with peak agricultural demands on-and off

fa riii. 

Rationalize schedule for heavi~t project-relatled workloads (drain

ing, salvaging fertile silt, clearing gardens, building dams and 

pigpens) for slack agricultural periods. Women can handle everything 

else, and do. 

- For this reason, program should encourage inclusion of at least 

one woman on project directivas. 

Current radio approach works at community level. 

- Program should be continued, perhaps expanding with some case 

studies and interviews which should be realistic as well as hortatory 

and laudatory; interviews with campesinos from communities which 

have had problems and solved them would be particularly persuasive. 

Theft from ponds and gardens.
 

- While communities will have to be helped to evolve systems for
 

dealing w'ith this, siting of ponds close to residential nuclei
 

should be adopted where feasible.
 

- Demonstration sites may have to include money for fencing.
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Technol o 

Low yields, inadequate feeding, infrequent harvests, low consumption.
 

- Request special price -forfeed from producer, now selling to
 

DIiAAC at regular commercial price, request based on technical 

assistance provided to company by DINAAC in development of feed.
 

- Add pigs, chickens, ducks, grass as possible, recognizing dilem

ma of higher yields at higher cost from pellets. 

- Experirient with different continuous harvest designs: large 

ponds with polyculture, male and female tilapia, double-pond systems, 

local 
breeding capacity, various levels of integration, and numerous
 

smaller ponds in same area with rotating harvest pattern. 

- EducaUte communities to importance of proper feeding and fishing 

techniques. 

Eval uati on 

Lack of institutional knowiedge of project history and effects. 

- Systeialize DINAAC records on projects and -include data on: 

riumber of households and individuals benefitted, origins of project 

(spontaneous/pron;oted), criteria for community selection, key con

tacts/leaders/potential trainees, economic data 
(costs, harvest 

sizes, consumption, sales, proportion of consumption to sales, 

inputs, net income). Suggest use of modified Subproject Submissio,
 

format used in Guaym Area Development Project Paper. Record-keep

ing should be standardized across regions.
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Difficulty of measuring nutritional impact.
 
- Restrict nutritional study to less costly dimensions and to
 
nmeasurelnent of consumption only, or maintain at same budgetary
 
level but include aspects of community participation, spread
 
effect, and benefit incidence (spin-off projects, replication).
 
Nutritional 
assessment should provide disaggregation by key age
 
cohorts. 
 Sample should include diffe'rent project types and com
munitics selected according to criteria of accessibility, ethni

city, and age arid origin of project. 



MANAGED FISH PRODUCTION PROJECT
 

Interim Report
 

This interim report provides a summary of the modifications inthe design of Project No. 525-0216 which have occurred since
submission of the PID. 
 The issues noted in the DAEC cable (STATE

278869) are addressed below and 
take into account the project

design modifications made since the PID was drafted,
 

I. Project Design Status Summary 

Project design is 
being adjusted-to focus 
on the need to resolve, through this small pilot project, feasibility questionsrelating to dcvelopment of a full sLale Managed Fi.h Productionl'roject. Technical, nutritional and social soundness analysesconducted subsequent to PID submission have raised idditional
questions about the roles which the Ministry of AgriculturalDevelopment (NIDA), particularly the National Directorate ofAquaculture (DINAAC) and the communitics could and should play inthe implement-at ion of a long-term managed fish p roduction program. Specifically, the analyses .,ave Ighlighted the important
role for extension in 
 such a program, and have raised the rs.ueof the -- thedegree which dependci'cc of the commiznities ol NIDA/
DINAAC for wany project inpits 
 anc' for fisbponidn could. andiorshould be reduced. They have re-canfirmed the M.ssio i's c.'.tr.ier concern about the financial/economir: and admi.nistrative feasibilit,of a managed fish production progra;i. Hence, changes in project
 

purpose and design are 
 being made. 

The revised project design will include new activities which ar'eintended to resolve pending issues of prograin. feasibility. It will
also include those institution-buiI ding activities proposed the
PID which are necessary prerequisiter,; for testing 
ii 

program feasibij.ityThe major components of a revised project design include: 

(1) Demonstration Ponds. A series of pond projects will becarried out under seni-controlled conditions. These pond projects,
which will include various technological and institutional mixes,will provide basic data for a serie s of feasibility studies to be
undertaken as 
part of the project.
 

(2) Peasibil.ity Studies. These will include economnic/financ".al, consumptLon impact, aind program impict n-lyses. The economic/financial analysis will quantify benefits an:! costs for theparticipating communities and for individual faInmilies within thosecommunitics. It will also study the inp;!ct of integrated fishpondactivities onl the household budgets of participants. The consum:iption impact willstudy assess the magrnitudg and distribution of 

http:economnic/financ".al


increases in protein intake which may be expected from continual.
 

harvest fishponds. The program impact study will focus on the
 

effectiveness of alternative types of linkages between MIDA/DINAAC
 

and the community interest groups which carry out fishpond proj cts.
 

It will especially focus on concerns such as extension services,
 

credit availability and co:munity dependency on MIDA/DINAAC. t
 

will evaluate the results of a number of alternative institutional
 

arrangements to be tested in the project.
 

(3) Training. The training component will now focus on
 

training extension personnel and community leaders. Trained out

reach personnel must be in place in order to test proposed alter

native institutional arrangements for delivery of extension-type
 

services.
 

.(4) Technical.Assistance. Ito long-term U.S. experts w:ill be 

financed under the grant. One will be a highly qualified expert
 

in fishculturc who will provide technical assistance in the areas of 

fish hatchery operations and will provide in-service training to
 

DINAAC employees and MIDA production technicians. The other expert
 

will. be an experienced anthropologist or. rural sociologist who will 

have over-all rospon.;ibility for coordinating the feavibility studies. 

This cxpert wil]. carry out: the program impact study and will super

vise execution of the consump tion irpact and economic/financial analyscs
 

in order to as;ure the ir tim rly compl.etion. 

(5) lHatho jry os]n. The hatc1 ry at Divisa will. be exLT-.i f:i.sh 
panded and euipped to perm.t increased production of fish. The
 

current hatchery cannot mcet current demnd for fingerlings nor can 
.it efficient.y produce more than one species at a time. Hatchery 

e:pansion will facilitLate Imnp.ementation of poly-culture systems in 

the d eons ti t: i.on ponds. 

The rat'ionale for these adjustments in project purpose and
 

design is more fully explained in the resp-onse to Issue B --


Project Strategy - Purpose Level.
 

II. Issues and lespon'ses
 

A. Project Strategy-- Cal Level 

1,. Issues 

"The project goal is to improve the nutritional status of 

the Panamanian rural poor. However, the PID does not clearly As

cribe how the proposed project: activi.etis would achieve that goal. 

Whether the strategy i; te improve nuttr.trion through on--site consump

tion or as a resul t of increased income obtained from commercial fish 

production, that strategy should lbe clearly stated and explained, and 

the means for car:rvin, out the strategy should A fully desc~ribed. 

To the extent that the project contenplates commercial fish production,
 

tWe subsidization of the c:os t s of construct tin and eperating the fish 

ponds becomes questionable and any such proposal would have to be 

adequately justified."
 



2. Response
 

The sector goal is to improve nutritional status of the
 
rural poor in Panama through a network of fresh-water fishponds

in poor rural communities. The strategy to reach this goal is to
 
improve nutrition directly through on-site consumption of fish.
 
Commercial fish production, to be marketed outside the environs
 
of the pond site and near--by communities,is not contemplated in
 
the program. The fish will primarily be consumed by project

participants, although part of the fish catch may be sold 
to other
 
families in the i:imediate area as a means of generating cash to 
cover 
cash operating costs of the fishponds. This situation often
 
occurs 
in existing fishponds where commercial feed is given to the
 
fish. The integrated animal husbandry/fishpond operations will.
 
minimize the nced to generate cash through the sale of fish,
 
although the integrated ponds will require monetary outlays for
 
the animal operations and the utilihation of cash and/or credit
 
cannot be avoided entirely.
 

B. Project Stratey - Purpose Lavel. 

1. Tssue 

"The project strategy at the sub-purpose level should
 
be clarified in the IR. Ys it to increase GOP capacity to carry

out a nationwide program of fi.sh production, or to establish COP
 
capability to evaluate the need for and feasibility of such a
 
nationwide program? 
 The latter seems more desirablc, but if
 
Mission opts for the former the 1R should contain atiple justifica
tion. in either case the project components should reflect this
 
strategy decision. Please note that the discussion on such
 
project componients is not necessary for review of the 1R and may
 
be held for the PP.,, 

2. Response
 

As indicated in Section I, project analyses have
 
raised additional feasibility issues which do not appear to be
 
soluble in the normal course of project development. Hence, the
 
project strategy at the purpose level will be to evaluate th.i
 
need for and feasibility of a nation-wide program of managed fish
 
production.
 

Although the Hission believes that a nation-wide 
program is likely to be successful; this small grant project is
 
being proposed rather than a larger loan because there are a
 
number of important questions of consumption impact and of
 
economic, social, and especially administrative feasibility which
 
can not be answered without further investigation. For example,

there has been a recent shift in extension service responsibilities

from DINAAC to MIDA's regional offices which might impinge upon
 



now highlynity interest groups are program success. Also, comm 
fishpond operationson the GOP for services related todependent 

the provision of fingerlings, the provision of nets for 
such as 

and fishfeed, the 
harvesting, the transportation of fingerlings 

and pig feed to pond sites, and the
transportation of piglets 

of the pigs-. The 1Li.ssion believes that the most 
market:ng is to

of resolvuig thesee feasibility questions
effective 	means 

major issues of feasibility
implement 	 a pilot project in which 

field 
are answ;ered through the developrent of carefully monitored 

about whichin which institutional arrangementsactivities and 
exists are implemented on a limited scale. 

significant uncertainty 

The pilot 	projeot will test the technical and economic/ 

integrated animal/fish/garden operations.
financial, 	fe ibility of 

such projects. It will 
It will mea;ur. tie' consuTmiption impact of 

in aquaon QctcMr a NIDA extension program
also .p rovide evidence 

through regional offices 
culture can to cffectively adinistcred 


can be reasonably expected to
intere st ,roupsand whcvLh,,r cec,:uity 
and other 	 GOP entities for 

becon.v:., a.; pucndent on 1IDA/DIP XAC 
pond operations. Specifically,

esseInt i.Lal-	 scv.cu:; related to fish 
s t ec .g thening the role of coimuunity 

an appro'-a1h f'';,ippo ciig and 


,r(lp' a <a;c, in fIi .i pvnd activities will be tested in
 
in Lvesct 

con:;ist" of (A) developing an evaluation 
the project. 1h i,, approach 

most likely to effectively
tb c.t 	 those communitiesproc.:;; 

f i p: projects , (2) relying', on other exiting organi-
impl.eC,:t 

assist commt:iunity interest 
z.:ti im andoFii iFi a, resources which cana F 

onJ ili t-' i..t:vitics , and (3) experimenting with 
group.:; to 	 d I.i 

to find promising alter
di 1 	 ar nni ztioral mode:.; in ordericut: , 


native iu _ti Ct'L.inl 7 irrangaemcnts.
 

Pa't I of 	 this Interim Report, project
As indicated in 

t& relet the revised strategy to
b,-ing adjut ed 

the monito 'ing mechanisos and studiescompcneint arc o 

achieve prcj(,'t pa rpa'e i.e. , 
to provide reliable 

which are 	 noce.r'cry to gatier sufficient data 
being 

o , ,o-i vA qunstions of impact and feasibility are 
answer:-


institution-buildingproject design, whileincorporatd into the 
to test progrm feasibility.

activities ar 3 i.tCed to those needed 
of the revised project components will be 

A coyplete dircu.:sion 

'P.
incuded in the 

C. Cownuni:tv Ortjanlzation

1. ] w; ue. 

'hc' nat.u r of the community organizations and the 
set forth

in whb.h thc'y .ouMi function has not clearlymatter 
these subjects in 

Pi. TIle int:oirin report should treat 


answu ci n, su:h questions as the following:
 
in the 

detail., 

What
(1.) What lk.ind of organizations are 	envisioned? 

in otherwith these organizationshas heen th experLence 
present fish pond operation)? How prevalent

activities (including 



are these oranizations in Panama? 
 What is the nature of their.
 
competence and capacity, and how will this be appraised in 
the

selection process? What resources are currently available that

could be used to 
strengthen the organizations? What will be Lhe
 
legal form of the organizations? 
 What will be the responsibilities,

duties, liabilities 
 f their members? How are decisions made?
 
Who may join? Is membership open to 
anyone who wishes to
 
participate in the particular project? 
What about existing
members who do not wish 
to participate? 
 In the event the organiza
tion contracts credit, 
to what extent is an individual member
 
liable for repayment, including any member who does not wish to
 
participate in the project?
 

2. Response 

This response is divided into three parts. 
 The first
 
part briefly summarizes 
the major findings and recommendations ofthe Social Soundness Analysis relevant 
to the issue of community

organizations. 
 This second part discusses the nature of existing

fishpond committees in somewhat more detail. 
The third part

dis;cusses the approach wilich HIDA will employ on an experimental
basis 
to support and strengthen the fishpond committees.
 

(a) Mjor Findings and Recommendations of Social
 
Soundness AnalvLis 

(1) The organi:zational basis of community interest
 
groups which are operating fishponds is diverse.
 

(2) Successful projects are positively correlatec
 
with prior interest within the community but not with a specific
 
organizational type.
 

(3) Existing community interest groups are highly
dependent on GOP aencies for supervision and inputs for fishpond

operation. This dependence cannot be completely 
 el irated,especially in the initial phiaes of 
a fishpond operation but 
measures can be tried which nay somewhat reduce such dependency.
 

(4) Participation rates are variable but 
arc

positively correlated wi.th the degree of community interest in
 
fi.shponds prior to initiation of the activity. 
 Participation is
 
motivatcd by the desire 
to have an additional source 
of food,

especially one which is highly esteemed such as fish. In a
 
number of comnmunities, especially in l.atip.areas, 
women have
 
been instrumental in implementing 'fisb-yrjects.
 

(5) The aquaculture program should focus on

consolidation of efforts 
in the current program area (Veraguas
 
province) and then expand into adjacent 
areas (Cocle Provinc&
and eastern Chiriquf province). Within these geographic limits
 
new ponds should be limited to communities which have made
 
spontaneous requests for ponds.
 



(6) 	DINAAC should not impose complex integrated

projects but 
rather should experiment with incremental models
 
which gradually add more complex technologies, e.g. animal
 
husbandry and horticulture, to fishpond operations.
 

(7) Outreach by MIDA/DINAAC is contrained by work 
overloads and vehicle shortages. Other sources of outreach 
should be utilized where possible. Basic training in aquaculture, 
pig-raising and horticulture and 	 in simple financial management,
credit and cooperative management should be gradually provided to
community leaders and local paraprofessionals as these 
communities move from simple fishpond operation to more complex 
activities.
 

(8) 	 DINAAC must gather systematic data on fish
pond project histories and impacts.
 

(b) 	 E0xisting Fishpond Committees 

(1) 	 Number, in and Responsibilities of Fish.
pond Commiitte,2s 

By the end of 1979, 1.98 fishponds had been
 
built in 
 Panama of which 162 are currently active. Of these
 
ponds all but 24 serve five or more Louscholds. WhMile some ponds
 
are organizcd 
 as par: of a formal organizational structure such
 
as asentamicntos campesinos (5 ponds) 
 or on the basis of extended 
family relationslhips;, the vast rajority of ponds funztion on the
 
basis of fi shpond cnimi tees. These 
 fishpond committees are
 
cooperative organiza tions of 
 comuni ty members established to 
build and maintain fishponds which operate on an informal basis 
much like health committees and parent-teacher groups. 

The organizat ona, basis and experience of
the connunity intcerest groups which are i.plementing existing
fishpond projects is diverse. No specific type of pre-existing
co1mmunity group serves as a consistent nucleus for the establish
ment of fishpond sites. A survey of twelve communities with 
fishpondq was carried out as part of the project's social 
soundnc;s analysis showed that all of the communities surveyed
had some sort of pre-existing orghnization such as health 
committees (Comits dce Salud), parent-teacher groups (padres de 
familia) , co munity groups!lrupos comuna;ls), CARITAS agrl
cuWlturn] gr oups (Crup s Arados)--nd--J iI-yselected quasi
politic l governing bodics (Juntag locales). Fishpond committees
generally have either the same membership as these organizations 
or draw part of their rembership from them; although in some 
cases individuals within communities may promote fishpond
activities. These organizations are common in most rural areas 
of Panama and the majority of rural commuinities have at least 
one of these organizations. 



The type of the community organization is not
identified by the social soundness analysis 
as a factor which has
 
a critical impact on the 
success of existing fishponds. Successful

projects (defined as 
those projects wh.ich continue to operate
with high community participation rates, which have amplified their
 scope of activities, e.g. pond expansion, addition of a complementary

activity such as 
pigs and/or gardens, and where ponds have been
 
replicated)' are more closely Correlated to a high degree1 rior

interest within the 
 comLunitv than to a specific organizational

form. 
This prior community interest, is generated by factors

such as radio promotion or seeing 
a near-by pond and, most

importantly, by purchasing some of the catch. 
 An on-going

relationship with an active promoter from a governmental or

private voluntary organization, e.g. CARITAS, 
 together with

previous community development experience and an extended family

settleent basepaso contribute to project 
success.
 

)espite the diverse origins of: 
 the fishpond
committees their operation is similar (because it is largely

determincdby the task environment), 
 Fishpond construction is
carried/by the mutual effort of community members. Participation

rates are 
high)with men, weohen)and children engaged in

construction activities 
 requiring hand labor 
 (land clearing)

excavation, planting gra-ss banks).
 

At the fish production stOSO, familics
(men, women,and children) within the con::,unity take turns feeding'

the fish and, if.present, caring for the hogs. 
 Thi s work iscarried out on 
a rotational basis under tihe supervision of a
management committee or leader apppinted by the community at
 
lINAAC's.request. 
 This committee or .eader is also responsiblefor handling any funds used 
to purchase fish feed and/or pigs
 
and pig feed.
 

At harvest time all members of the community
interest group participate. 
The sale and distribution of fish
is handled by the fishpond cormjittee 
 leader and women members 
of the committee.
 

(2) Nature of Capacity and Competence of
 
l':i.ti u-, I'ijsp n ]o ni t 

Most existing fishpond coirmittees are highlydependent on DINAAC and other inis ry of Ag icultural Developmen.(MIDA) personnel, particularly durin 
 the initial year of operation. 
 l)INAAC personnel supervise tlhe site selection and
construction of fishpond; and provide techni cal backstopping toMIDA production (cxtens ion) technicians in the stocking,
maintenance and harvest.ing of ponds. in the case of machine-dug

ponds 1)I NAAC usually assists the fishpond cemmitttees to make
arrangements for pond excavation. 
 In many ihstances DINAAC also
 



(c) Proposed Strategy forSupporting and Strengthen
ing Fishpond Committe-:; 

On the basis of DINAAC's current experience with
 
fishpond committees, the proposed strategy for strengthening these
 
groups will be multi-facetcd and incremental. The objective of
 
this strategy, which will be tested in the project, will be to re
duce the necessary initial dependency of the community on
 
DINAAC's support by gradually transferring responsibility for
 
major aspects of integrated fishpond management to the fishpond 
committees or to organizations which have a direct and on-going
 
association with the community interest groups.
 

This strategy will consist of (1) developing a
 
selection process which will allow DINAAC to identify those com
munitie; which are most likely to successfully implement fish 
pond pr5ojects, (2) utilizing existing organizational and financial 
resources to assist: fishpond committees to undertake fishpond pro
jects, and (3) experimenting with various organizational. modes in 
order to identify efficient ways to supply technical advice and
 
supporting services to fishpond committees,
 

(1) The Basis for Selection of Pond Sites
 

The current policy is, within the limits of
 
available resources, to work with any formal or informal community 
interest group :in )INAAC's present area of influence (primarily 
Veraguas Province) which man:ifests a strong interest in fishponds.. 
No singl.e standard formal. organizationl structure is required or 
expected. In view of the findings of the social soundness analy
sis that successful fishponds are positively correlated with the 
degree of community interest prior to pond construction but not 
wiLh formal orgaui.zation4 structure, this policy is ,ound and will 
continue to be imp-,lemented by DINAAC. It provides a substantial 
degree of flexibility and encourages a dynamism not often found in 
government progroms. Additional factors such as coraunity initia
tive, as demonstrated by implementation of other community deve
lopment activities, and accessibilitywill also serve as communi
ty setC ion criteria. 

There are currently 89 outstanding requests
 
for fi. hponds. New ponds will. be built: in those coimnunities or 
in other commulities which may make such requests in the future if 
they ar. in D].NAAC's current program area or in its planned expan
sion arL' (Coc.1.6 and eastern Chi.ri.qul. provinces) , and if they me( " 
the other selection criteria. Based on the recommendations of the 
social soundness analysis.,the new ponds will be "fish only" ponds 
and MIDA/DINAAC will focus a major part of its near-term efforts 
on incrementally up-grading existing fish-only ponds. That is,
 
successful single-harvest fish ponds will be converted to a con
tinuous harvest basis, and animal husbandry and gardening
 



activities will be added v.here community interest groups demon-. 
strate sufficient interest in and potential for these changes.
 
This procedure will permit the development of integrated animal!
 

fish/garden projects while minimizing the risk of failure.
 

The validity of this proposed inoremental ap
proach wi.l.l, be tested in the demcn:tration pond component of the 
Managed Fish Production project. Although some fish-only de
mon:t:rati.on ponds will be built to ascertain the acceptance of 
fishponds in areas where no ponds currently exist, the majority 
of the demonistration ponds will be existing pond sites that are 
up-graded under controlled conditions in which a variety of tech
nological./ institutional mixes are tried. The Managed Fish Pro
duction project will provide adequate resources for DI.NAAC to care
fully mon i tor and evail-.,,at- the so dumnonstration project s and their 
reln ted activitio.,. 'This approach will provide ample opportunitie, 
to assess the ,conom:ic/ t inancial,-technical, social, and adminis
trative fEepsibil.itv of different project activity/mixs and orga
nizational/operationai modes. The PP will fully describe the me
thodology which lii AAC will employ to monitor and evaluate the 
demwonstrat ion pond a,crivities and will..discuss the pond site se
lection criteria in detail. 

(2) Public and Pmivate Sector Resources Avail
ab].e to Assisn't Fishpond Committees 

A number of govermnental and non-government
al resources are ,available to help strengthen the ccmnunity 
groups engaged in fiqhpond activities. The heterogrneity of o'r-
ganizational. types means that certain resources may be available 
for all. ponds but it al;o moans: that there are multipie resources 
to draw upon. Thee resources arc currently insufficient to per-
mit impleiamentation of a large-scale managed fish production pro--, 
gram but they do yrnvide a means to extend 1IIDA/DINAAC's support: 
for fishpond activities. In some cases, e.g. in M1DA regional of
fices and in tim Ciiayvrii Area Devueopmnent project, the degree 'if 
future commi tment tcoassisting fishpond activities is stil.l un
certain. In other ins tances, org,nizations which 1are carrying 
out proigrnms complementary to fisihponds, such as the linistry of 
Healthl through its com'uinity nutrition program)and CARITAS, have 
demonstrated a significant interest and willingness to pronote 
fishpond activit ies.
 

MIDA production (extension) technicians 
operating rut of rcogiral, offices will most probably be a key 
resource for the rinm a large-scale managed fishimplrient A 
prodi ion prodiram. A recent policy directive of the Ministry
 
of Agricultural. Development has emphasized the importance of the
 
regional offices in outreach activities and has limited central
 
staff offices such as DI.NAAC to primarily technical backstopping
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roles. The implications of this policy directive for a managed

fish production program are of 
concern to the Mission and they

will be fully explored during project development by a public

administration specialist. 
 In particular, the willingness and
 
ability of MIDA regional directorateclevote resources 
to a pro
gram of managed fish production must be verified) given the severe
 
limitations on their financial and human resources and oA support-.

ing services such as vehicles. Despite the short-run obstacls to
 
an expansion of 
the fish pond activity which will apparently be
 
created by this ministerial policy directive, the Mission believes
 
that it may strengthen MIDA's operational capabilities and that it

will be advantageous to a managed fish production program in the
 
long run. In particular, it should prcmote the integration of
 
fishpond activities with other agricultural disciplines and, since
 
the technicians will have multiple responsibilities, it should re
sult in a more efficient utilization of the l.imited resources which 
are available. The Mission recognizes the critical role of 
exten
sion technicians in such a program and will assure that adequate

extension support for 
a managed fish production program will be
 
forthcoming before the project is authorized.
 

In the Guayml Indian region)the Guayim Area
 
Deve.lopmenr: Project (525-0200), coordinated by the Pirectorate of

Indian Affairs of the 
,inistry of Agricultural DeveJ.opment, inclu-
des fishpondj among the agricultural activities eligible for fi
nancing with project funds. Requests for new fishpond construc
tion or for up-grading of ponds to integrated animal/fish/garden

projects in the Guaym? area will 
be channelled through the Direc
 
torate of Indian Affairs to be financed with Guaymi'Area Develop
ment project funds. DINIAAC's participation will be limited to the 
provision of technical assistance and technical training for"ua'-m]

promoters, and t:o the provision of 
fingerlings. Currently, the 
Directorate of Indian Affairs is trying to improve the operation

of existing ponds. The extent 
to which it will actively promote
 
new ponds is uncertain; however, the Directorate has recently ac
quired bulldozer for, among other uses, 
the construction of fish
ponds in the Guayin area. The Iission will strongly encourage the 
expansion of fishpond activities in the Guayin. project. 

Another public sector resource is the Ministry
of Health whi ch has established ,Anumber of pig projects that are
 
being financed by the community nutrition component of AID's Rural.
 
Health Delivery Loan .525-0--045). To date pig projects have 1 'en
establ.i shed in 33 commun:ities. Iishponds have been built in con
junction with seven of these pig projects. Other communities with 
pig proj ects have requests pending for fishpond construction. In 
those communities where fish and p:igs 
are raised together, the fish
 
production is consumed locally, while most of the pigs 
are marketed
 
outside of the community.
 



Several communities with fishponds have re
ceived assistance in the construction of their ponds from the La 
Victoria Sugar Corporation which has provided bulldozer serVices 
sufficient to exCavate small ponds, (approximately 1OOin2 )in ex
change for fifteen person-days of cane cutting provided by com
munity members. Another MIDA directorate, RENARIE, has also pro
vided bul.dozer services to some 
 coinunities, In these cases 
DINAAC makes the initial contact for the community interest group
with the government agency and provides technical supervision of
 
pond construction,
 

The major Source, of prIv't:e sector assist
ance are CARITAS and, potentially, the cooperative movement.
 
CARITAS outreach personnel are working in more than 90 of the
 
poorest- rural conmmunities in Panama. CARITAS, 
 which is already
working to develop a nurber of sn..il "Tishpcnds, has informally

agreed with D.NAAC that its personnel wj.l be trained by DINAAC
 
and that it will. incorporate fishpond promotion and extens on
 
activities into its workpi.an. D.NAAC will provide on-going tech
nical back:;topping for these activj.ties. An additional private 
sector resoicc, Panaia's rural cooperative movement, is discus
sed in the following section. 

(3) Ths;tong of Alternative Institutional Arrangement:: 

In order to ignifi.cantly expand the managed fish
culture program> either HIIDA/DNAAC must substantially increase its 
staff or existing int -uti.onal arrangements must be adjusted to

reduce the reliance of fishpond committees on the Mi..istry of Agri
cultura. l)evelopirent. A major obi act ive of this grant proj.ect,
which is consonant with the revised project purpose, is to test the 
extent' and ways in which fishpond committces might be gradually be 
weaned from their nece,sary initial high degree of dependence on 
goverllm'-.iot: institut;i:on:;. To th.s end new institutional arrange
ments will. be tested during the project. 

A number of Factors may affect the comnunities'
abil.ity to successfully manage integrated fishpond project- on a 
relatively independent basis. These include not only such fact-
ors such as technical. kIowledge and coordination of community
participation but) morc fundaenta.y )crCdit use and availability. 

Cul:rently two sources of credit are utilized 
for community 'fishpond activities. These are )].NAAC and the 
lMiin istry of hlealth. I)lNAAC provices, "informal credit for fish 
and fish *fee, whi .e the Uinit.y of hl lath provideis funds for 
pig projccts through the Rural lalth Loan (525-V-45), In 
both ini;tances JnpuLs, i..u, f ingerlings, feed and pig s, are 
provided in kind rather than through cash transfers to the com-' 
munitics. Under thi; informal. arrangement, .the government en
tities are themselves involved in the purchase and delivery of 
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in the sale of the
 fish feed, pigs and/or pig feed As well as 


These informal mechanisms appear to e functioning
grown pigs. 

levels of operations; howover, it is


satisfactorily at current 

integrated fislKond acuncertain whether a larger program of 


tivities could be carried out with these arrangements.
 

The social soundness analysis recommends conti

nuation of the informal credit system, if possible, siace it has
 

been effective to date, providing a significant amount of flexi

bility while experiencing low default 
rates. However, modifica

tions such as introducing a service fee or charging interest
 

could be gradually introduced in order to reduce the financial
 

These modifications
burden on the GOP implicit in this system. 


will be tested in the pilot project.
 

A possible alternative institutional relation

ship between MIDA/DINAAC and the community interest groups would
 

be to work through the rural cooperative movement. This alter

native which would relieve MIDA of the responsi .lity for credit
 

tsted by DINAAC in the pilot project.
supply will also be 


DINAAC has already reached an accord with a large multiple ser

vices cooperative, the Juan XXIII cooperat:ive, and with the com

munity of San Bartolo)that the fishpond committee members will
 
for an injoin tme cooperati"e which would 	then provide credit 


Active fishpond committee memtegrated pig/fishpond activity. 


bers will be c-signatories of the loan and the pigs will serve
 

as collateral..
 

Should this experimental effort prove economi.-

cally and administratively successful, the Juan XXIII coopera

tive, which has 1100 active metalcrs and 13 branche5 located
 
into


throughout Veraguas Province, would be will.ing to enter 


agreements with other communities. This relationship would be
 

communitiesparticularly attractive for a large number of 	 in 

Veraguas because of the cooperative's relative accesibility to
 

the cooperative has i.t s O'n
isolated communit:ics and because 
and cattle
animal feed-.miling plant that produces chicken, pig, 


feed. 
 (Note: This cooperative has received three sub-loans for
 

a total of $450,000 through the revolving fund of the recently
 

completed Rural Cooperative Development Loan 525-T-041, includ

ing $150,000 for productin credit and $125,000 for working
 
the
capital for the feed-mixing plant. A large percentage of 


pig projects.) This
production credit has been allocated to 

alternative has an additiona ! advantage in that many functioning 

cooperatives such as Juan XXII. have well-developed education/ 

outreach programs. Community interest groups thus have the op

portunity to recmive instruction not only on the elements of.
 



cooperativism but also on the rudiments of coot accounting and
 
basic financial management which are necessary requistes to the 
assumption of major management responsibility by the communities. 

Another institutional adjustment which will be 
tested by DINAAC in this pilot project is the utilization of 
trained volunteer community leaders and local paraprofessional 
personnel. This mechanism is already being employed in the Guaymi 
Area Development Project. In this project local-level volunteers 
a d/or paid workers will be trained in pond promotion and in basic 
pond operation and maintenance as well as in the rudiments of 
animal husbandry, financial management and credit use. These 
local-level workers will in turn provide outreach services, with 
backstopping from MIDA extensionists and DINAAC technicians, to 
communities in the areas in which they live. 

The pilot project will support the trial imple
mentation of these institutional innovations and will provide 
feedback on their potential long-term viability as elements of a 

large-scale managed fish production progrpm.
 

D. 	 Initial Environmentol Examination (IEE): 

1. 	 Issues 

"A review of the IEE submitted with the PID raised 
the following concerns over.the project's possible impact on the 
phys:ical and human environment: (1) infection of fish intended 
for human consumption by vir,,es and other pdthogenic organisms 
from livestock wastes that may nqt be adequately conposted; (2) 
damage to local ecosystems resulting from the introduction of 
exotic fish species; and (3) reduction i.n the quality of water 
in streams and rivers because of the pond draining and flushing. 
The Nission is requested to camine the possible impact of these 
concerns and submit its findings with the interim report. The. 
IEE will. be held in abeyance until these concerns are resolved". 

2. 	 Response 

a. 	 Infection of Fish bv Viruses and other 
Pathogenic Organisms 

Information available in the scientific lite
rature at this time does not indicate that any significant heal'h 
hazard might exist as a result of using untreated animal wastes 
to fertilize fish ponds. Long experience with ponds receiving. 

untreated animal wastes in Germany, Hungary, Israel and several 
Asian countries has not produced documented evidence of human 
illness as a result of consumption of fish grown in these ponds. 



Although some species of fish to be cultivated in Panama 'includ
ing the tilapia and the coimnon carp will directly consume animal 
manurethis does not appear to pose a health problem. Evidence
 
indicates that pathenogenic bacteria are not found in the flesh
 
of fish in ponds receiving animal waste waterbut that they are
 
found in the fish intestines. However, fish intestines are not
 
consumed, and fish raised in ponds receiving untreated animal
 
wastes are well cooked before eating. The cooking process would
 
kill any parasites or other pathogens that might be found in the 
fish flesh. Non-organic contaminants, e.g. chemical wastes such 
as pesticide and mineral wastes, pose no problems in areas where 
fishponds might be built.
 

b. Damage to Local Ecosystems Resulting from the Intro
duction of Exotic Fish Species 

Fish w.,,hich might potentially used in this project
include several species of Til.apia. chinese (silver, grass, big
head) carps, and common carps. Tilapia bave been widely intro
duced throughout the tropical world. TUlapia mossambica and 
Tilapia rendalli were introduced to Panama in the 1950's. Tila
pia do not become well established in stream and river environ
ments. Neither 'II 1apina nossainbica nor Tiajpina renda.li has become 
established in the fast flowing- st:reams of Panama. Tilapias, how
ever, can become established in .-:tanding w,-ter enviionments such 
as lakes, re;Servoir.s and es.tuarie.. Although the rcproductive

potential of tilapiis is substantial, expansion of the tilapia

population is controlled in most standing waLer environments,
 
where carnivorous fish populations are present. In Panama the 
native .tpo te tigrc is an effective control on tjI]apia. In
 
nor'heact Brazil where 
 tilapia have been introduced into reser
voirs, they have become established without harming native fish
 
populations. No known ecological harm has to date from
occurred 
the introduction of tilapia into Panama and there is no reason 'to 
believe thaL widespread use of tilapia as a culture fish will 
have a negative impact on Panamanian ecosystems. 

Chinese carps do not spawn in standing water and 
require large rivers to succcssfully spawn and hatch their e',gs.
Panama has no rivers of sufficient size for chinese carp to spawn.
The few chinese carp that may escape from hatcheries or fish ponds 
are unlikely to cause ecological damage. 

The common carp, which can spawni in standing water,
could become established in the local environment. However, in 
most of the world common carp is a widely accepted food fish and
 
its introduction has been beneficial. 

http:renda.li


Reduction of Water Quality in Streams and Rivers
 
because of Pond Draining and Flushing
 

Fish ponds can be viewed as oxidation lagoons.
Wastes from animal husbandry operations are washed into 
ponds
where bacterial decomposition breaks the wastes down into basicelements. 
During the decomposition process a high biological
oxygen demand, BOD, will cause the lowering of dissolved oxygen
levels. 
Mhen organic wastes are released directly into natural
waters, the decomposition of these wastes can lower dissolved
 oxygen concentrations 
to lethal levels so that in extreme cases,
fish kills will occur. 
 However, when the decomposition process
takes place in an oxidation pond, high BOD levels are reduced in
the pond and the BOD in the effluent from the oxidation pond is
considerably lower and normally, not harmful to 
the environment.
 

In the decomposition process, bacteria break do.n
manares into elements usable to aquatic microorganisms. 
Nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium, not lost chemically in the bottom muds, are utilized to 
form high densities of phyto and zooplankton. Phytoplankton is beneficial to the oxidation of animal wastes by producing oxygen during the phytosynthetic processwhich in turn is utilized by bacteria enhancing the decomposition process. Phytoplankton and zooplankton are also important
fish food organisms. A number of fish species are able to feed
directly on planktonic organisms. 
 Thus, the microscopic organisms produced with the elements released during the decomposi-.
tion process can be used to grow fish, Several species of tilapia and chinese carps consume plankton filtered frou. the water.
The fish reduce planlk'ton populations by continual cropping 
 thereby stimulating -dditional plankton growth which utilizes morenitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium. Thus, the fish have a
beneficial effect on water
pond quality. It has been documentedthat for equivilent amount of organic wastes, the effluent from
a pond with fish wil.l 
be cleaner than the effluent from an oxi-"

dization pond without fish. 

Although fish are 
any 

ponds efficient oxidization pondssystem can be overloaded and care must be taken to provide
only the amount of animal wastes that 
can be effectively oxidized
in a pond without killing the fish or producing an effluent thatwill have an adverse effect on natural waters. However, withproper training of fishpond committee members system overloadshould not occur under production methods practiced in Panama.
In the continuous harvest system which will be promoted in theManaged Fish Production project, ponds will be completely drained
and cleaned 
at most once a year and generally only every 3 or /4years. 
The limited frequency of complete draining, the slow rateof drain during pond operation and the oxidization which occursin the ponds, greatly reduce the probability of significant reduction of water quality in streams and riters.
 


